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PLACE AND WHY IT MATTERS
Presidential Address by Mr. Michael Taylor
Delivered on 7th October 2013
Place is “a space with meaning and a distinct character” (1). English Heritage defines place as “any part of
the historic environment of any scale that has a distinctive identity perceived by people”(2).This paper will
discuss the difference between the notions of ‘place’ and ‘space’ in contemporary urbanism (planning,
architecture, landscape architecture and urban design) and look at how meaning in place can be defined and
whether it is possible to create new places that have meaning for the people who live in and use them.
I was brought up on the borders of Hertfordshire and
Essex and I look on the post-war new town of Harlow
as my home town. Before moving the few miles to
Harlow we lived at Pishiobury, a country house then
in use as an approved school for delinquent boys
from Middlesex (fig 1). My father was the gardener
there and our house, originally part of the stable
block, had a remarkable roof structure which caused
it to be listed in the high grade of II*. That would
appear to be a promising start for a boy who would
spend the main part of his career dealing with historic
towns and buildings but I was much more interested
in the wildlife and natural history of Pishiobury.

Figure 1 The main house at Pishiobury: rebuilt in the Gothick
style by James Wyatt in 1782-84

The post-war new towns were and remain
remarkable places. To have built them in the
desperate financial conditions of the post-war years
was a towering achievement. There was a distinct air
of high-mindedness inherent in the creation of the
new towns at any rate on the part of their creators.
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Harlow’s master planner, Sir Frederick Gibberd,
(1908-1984) was a tailor’s son from Coventry but had
acquired a distinctly patrician air by his Harlow days.
The new towns were built by powerful state
development corporations and there was a sense that
intelligent and public-spirited people can know what
is good for you better than you know yourself. No
public figure would dare to voice such a notion today
but that confidence produced great achievements.
This intellectual confidence is perhaps a legacy of
people like the two Victorian giants who still cast a
long shadow over building conservation in Britain.
John Ruskin (1819-1900) and William Morris (1834 1896). For Ruskin, building fabric was uniquely
sanctified by the hand of the craftsman who shaped it
in a way which made restoration impossible. Morris
was the leading light in the founding of the Society
for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) which
is still the moral compass of building conservation in
Britain and still maintains a single-minded focus on
the importance of fabric.
In 1979 the Burra Charter, named after a town in
South Australia, was published. Burra attempted to
address the conditions of the Pacific Rim where
wood, much less permanent than brick or stone, was
the prevalent building material and where places,
sacred Aboriginal sites for example, could be
significant but have no fabric to speak of at all. The
significance of place could be based on fabric
certainly but also on associations and meanings.
The thinking behind Burra found its way to Britain
and was significant for English Heritage in the
formulation of its Conservation Principles, published
in 2008 as a benchmark for the work of the
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organisation. Conservation Principles required the
values inherent in a place to be classified in four
types. The sum of the values of a place determines its
significance. Broadly the value types are:
Evidential value: material evidence, archaeology,
Historical value: connecting the past to the present,
Aesthetic value: sensory and intellectual stimulation,
Communal value: meanings for people who relate to
a place. The notion of significance had its critics but
has proved durable with the concept of historic place.
This might have influenced, for example, the statutory
listing in 2010 of the pedestrian crossing at Abbey
Road in London’s St John’s Wood. The crossing is
immortalised on the cover of the Beatles’ last album
of 1969. But the present crossing is of a different
design, probably in a different place, and possibly not
the surface marking material sanctified by the feet of
the Fab Four. It is a “fabric-less place.”

Leicester it seemed that I had arrived in an urban
paradise. An analysis of the factors that make Piazza
del Popolo such a compelling urban square include
the classical proportions of the plan: the harmony of
architectural style; the materials used to build it; and
the location within the square of Ascoli’s town hall
and one of the city’s great churches. The Square of the
People (Piazza del Popolo) is free of clutter and
animated by the life of the people of the city. A book
about Ascoli3 calls it ‘the open air living room and
stage of the city’. Piazza del Popolo has all four of the
values prescribed by English Heritage. Its great
architectural beauty causes people to congregate
there and the communal value of the Piazza provides
energy and meaning for the people of the city.

I left the ordered, neat and totally planned
environment of Harlow for the University in Leeds to
study sociology.
In retrospect, the city of Leeds
itself was as important to me as anything I was taught
there. Leeds was large and had developed in
incremental stages over centuries. It was chaotic and
full of energy.
That vision of the industrial city recurred some years
later when, working as a town planner and
conservation officer, I and colleagues at Leicester City
Council were commissioned to produce a book about
the character of the City. It was published in 1993 as
The Quality of Leicester. We set out to describe in
words and pictures the character of the whole City
including the contributions made by its uglier aspects
such as highway structures and tower blocks.

Figure 2 The author’s first view of Piazza del Popolo in
Ascoli Piceno in September 2008

The most interesting and problematic of the
categories of value set out in Conservation Principles
is communal value, i. e. the meanings attached to a
place by people who relate to it. The other three
categories can all be defined by experts:
archaeologists, historians, architects, etc. The notion
of communal value allows non-experts to contribute
to the value of places.

Analysis of historic places providing lessons for
planning and design has been part of planning since
its inception. Polymath genius Patrick Geddes (18541932) made detailed studies of his native Edinburgh
to inform work which produced many of the ideas
adopted in British planning. Architects and planners
of my generation were brought up on Gordon
Cullen’s (1914-1994) book Townscape which
analysed the poetry of enclosure and space in towns
using sketches and beautiful black and white
photographs. The work of the American planner Kevin
Lynch (1918-1984) was also highly influential among
urban designers.

In autumn 2008 I had my first glimpse of Piazza del
Popolo in the Italian city of Ascoli Piceno in the
Marche (fig 2). At the end of a day’s travelling from

Place matters for a number of reasons: first, it
contributes to quality of life – attaching meaning to
places the way in which we root ourselves spatially
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and historically, i.e. part of our identity. Secondly,
there is a huge shortfall in housing provision which
some estimates state will require nearly 250,000
houses to be built annually in Britain today. If this
shortfall is overcome and a setting for meaningful and
fulfilling lives achieved, an important task will have
been accomplished.
Harlow’s first neighbourhood cluster, Mark Hall
North, designed by Gibberd is now a conservation
area. The Lawn, Britain’s first residential tower block
which was built in 1950-51, is listed as grade II (fig
3). Mark Hall North is both a very pleasant
neighbourhood and a meaningful one.It is the story of
the first residents who came out of London to make a
new life after World War II in the muddy fields of
Essex. It is most definitely a place.

The result has become a place of pilgrimage for those
with an interest in city planning. Newhall has been
much analysed in the press which deals with the
urban environment.
Some architects and developers took the opportunity
to design some very unusual houses. Newhall boasts
of Britain’s first mono-pitch thatched roof. I like best
a scheme by the Edinburgh architect Richard Murphy.
Murphy chose his materials carefully: yellow stock
brick, weatherboarding and slate which echo
established west Essex vernacular architecture has
visual simplicity and clarity.

Figure 4 Part of Richard Murphy’s housing scheme at
Newhall 2008

Figure 3 The Lawn: Britain’s first residential tower block built
in 1950-51 in Mark Hall North

A short walk from Mark Hall North is Newhall (fig 4),
a twenty-first century, private enterprise version of a
Gibberd neighbourhood cluster developed by its
visionary landowners. It is a neighbourhood centre
with shops and a public square and a park with a
wetland area which is part of a sustainable drainage
system. Its standards of layout, paving and streetscape
are excellent. Newhall was designed by a master
planner and individual developers and architects
were invited to develop plots within the overall plan.

4

I have written about meaning, character, identity,
significance, value, designation and quality. These all
provide an objective framework within which
judgements about place can be seen and discussed.
At Newhall I like best the Richard Murphy scheme.
But ‘like’ is a different question and one for another
paper.
References
1 Robert Cowan The Dictionary of Urbanism Streetwise
Press 2005 p290f
2 English Heritage Conservation Principles, Policies and
Guidance 2008 p72
3 Antonio Rodilossi Ascoli Piceno: città d’arte 1983 106
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SUFFERING AND SENTIMENT IN ROMANTIC MILITARY ART:
CHARLES BELL AND THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO
Profesor Philip Shaw
Professor of Romantic Studies, University of Leicester
Lecture delivered on 21st October 2013
Sponsored by the University of Leicester
David Wilkie’s well-known depiction of post-war restoration, Chelsea Pensioners receiving the London
Gazette Extraordinary of Thursday June 22d, 1815, Announcing the Battle of Waterloo!!! (1822), presents
viewers with an image of ideological concord, transcending divisions of class, race and gender (fig 1).

Figure 1 David Wilkie, Chelsea Pensioners Reading the Gazette of the Battle of Waterloo. Engraving based on the
original oil painting by Sir David Wilkie. Published by the London Fine Art Association, 27 January, 1877.

Seemingly absent from this picture is anything that
would remind the viewer of the material costs of war,
specifically the damage that great victories, no less
than great defeats, inflicts on human bodies. Yet there
is one figure that draws our attention: a below-theknee amputee, who appears also to have suffered a
head wound, stares inscrutably at the mounted lighthorseman on the far left of the composition. Although
gainfully employed and physically robust, the injured
man is the only figure in the painting, aside from the
anxious-looking mother peering directly at the lists of
the fallen, whose expression betokens ambivalence at
the outcome of Waterloo. The attitude of the man,
who has come to the pub in order to replenish his keg
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and leather bottle, is hardened, even quizzical; he
seems more interested in apprehending the athletic
swagger of the horseman than in joining the crowd in
their blithe celebration.
Where the raised eyebrows, expansive eyes, flared
nostrils and smiling mouths of the soldiers arranged
around the table indicates a collective mood of
unalloyed joy, the acute upward inflection of the
inner extremities of the amputee’s eyebrows,
combined with the slightly downturned right-hand
corner of his mouth and the askance manner with
which he regards the bearer of the news, while
almost everyone else is focused on the announcer,
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introduces a note of uncertainty into the painting.
How might this man’s equivocal manner be better
understood?
In Essays on the Anatomy of Expression in Painting,
first published in 1806, the surgeon, neurologist and
anatomist Charles Bell, whose lectures on anatomy
were attended by Wilkie, sets out to provide artists
with a knowledge and appreciation of ‘that structure
by which the mind expresses emotion, and through
which the emotions are controlled and modified’.
Among the sections of the book in which Bell
attempts to describe how ‘the framework of the body
contributes’ to the development of the ‘various states
of the mind’ there is a description of ‘joy’, as
‘distinguishable from pleasure’, which has a
remarkable bearing on Wilkie’s portrayal of the
reception of the news of Waterloo. Joy, writes Bell,
‘consists not so much in the sense of gratification, as
in the delight of the conviction that the long-expected
pleasure is within our reach, and the lively
anticipation of the enjoyment which is now decked
out in its most favourite and alluring shape’. Bell goes
on to state that a ‘certain sensation of want is mingled
with joy; a recollection of the alternate hopes and
fear which formerly distracted the mind, contrasted
with the immediate assurance of gratification’ before

concluding with a description of the aspect of joy –
‘the eyebrow is raised moderately […] the forehead is
smooth; the eye full, lively and sparkling; the nostril
is moderately inflated, and the smile is upon the lips’
– which conforms, strikingly, with the gleeful
expressions depicted in Wilkie’s painting.
Bell concludes his analysis with a description of joy’s
opposite: melancholy. Melancholy, he observes,
breeds a ‘testy, pettish, peevish countenance’ as of
one ‘who is incapable of receiving satisfaction from
whatever source it may be offered’. The expression of
the melancholic is characterised by a downturned
mouth and protruding lower lip as well as by ‘the
very peevish turn given to the eyebrows […] and the
meeting of the perpendicular and transverse furrows
in the middle of the forehead’. ‘Habitual SUSPICION
and JEALOUSY’, he notes, ‘are symptoms and
accompaniments of melancholy’. While the quizzical
demeanour of the wounded man in Chelsea
Pensioners does not coincide exactly with this
description there is, nevertheless, an air of what Bell
terms ‘earnest attention’ about the man’s expression,
as if the disabled veteran were recalling the
‘shocking’ sights omitted from the carefully worded
dispatch and deflected by the robust glamour of the
mounted messenger (fig 2).

Figure 2 Charles Bell, ‘Soldier with missing arm, lying on his side, grasping a rope’ (1815). Watercolour.
Wellcome Library, London. © Wellcome Library, London.
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In common with other civilian medical men in the
early nineteenth century, Charles Bell would have
regarded military events, such as the Battle of
Waterloo, as opportunities to enhance his
understanding of the effects of injury on the human
body and as a means of testing out new and improving
on established surgical procedures. Yet despite his
professional veneer, Bell seems never entirely to have
recovered from the harrowing effects of treating vast
numbers of grievously injured, sick and dying men.
Famously Bell informed his brother-in-law, in the
aftermath of Waterloo, that his experiences had left
him ‘drained [and] prey to a “gloomy, uncomfortable
view of human nature” […] Six months after his return
he still found himself “easily moved, easily
distempered and cast down”’. The medical historian
Peter Stanley concludes, on the basis of these
admissions, that Bell was ‘one of the few surgeons to
acknowledge the trauma he suffered’.
It was Waterloo that brought home to civilian and
military witnesses alike the brutalising effects of shot
and steel on flesh. Eight hours after battle
commenced the fields had become a charnel ground
with up to 50,000 wounded and dying men and
horses strewn across an area of land measuring little
more than two square miles. The labours that Bell
would go on to perform in Brussels were, of course,
‘grim in the extreme’ and a mere day after his arrival
in the city we find the surgeon expressing a sobering
view of the effects of war: ‘A little while I must write
before going to bed. But how? – in such a crowd of
images – after such fatigue – fatigue which I did not
know I could have undergone’. Noting the disparity
between the abject miseries of the wounded and the
carefree ‘smiles’ of the Flemish civilians, Bell cracks
under the pressure: ‘I understand the people have …
Oh? it is too much – my head!’. A day later he
reflects: ‘It was thought that we were prepared for a
great battle, yet here we are, eleven days after it, only
making arrangements for the reception of the
wounded. The expression is continually heard, “We
were not prepared for this”’.
On his return to London Bell wrote to his friend, the
radical Whig MP Francis Horner, and again reflected
on the vexed distinction between the purported
grandeur of Waterloo and its grotesque actuality. In
his letter Bell describes how his work in the hospitals
precipitated ‘an absolute revolution’ in his mental
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‘economy’. Of the abject condition of the French
wounded, the majority of whom had remained
untreated for days after the battle, he remarks:
It is impossible to convey to you the picture of human
misery continually before my eyes. What was heartrending in the day was intolerable at night […] At six
o’clock [in the morning] I took the knife in my hand,
and continued incessantly at work till seven in the
evening; and so the second and third day.
All the decencies of performing surgical operations
were soon neglected. While I amputated one man’s
thigh, there lay at one time thirteen, all beseeching to
be taken next; one full of entreaty, one calling upon
me to remember my promise to take him, another
execrating. It was a strange thing to feel my clothes
stiff with blood, and my arms powerless with the
exertion of using the knife! and more extraordinary
still, to find my mind calm amidst such variety of
suffering; but to give one of these objects access to
your feelings was to allow yourself to be unmanned
for the performance of the duty. It was less painful to
look upon the whole than to contemplate the object.
The surgeon goes on to state that ‘the view of the
field, the gallant stories, the charges, the individual
instances of enterprise and valour’ recalls ‘the sense
the world has of victory and Waterloo’. But this
impression is immediately qualified by the admission
that such a view ‘is transient. A gloomy,
uncomfortable view of human nature is the inevitable
consequence of looking upon the whole as I did – as
I was forced to do’.
The letter concludes, appropriately, with the
following, gloomy observation:
It is a misfortune to have our sentiments so at
variance with the universal impression. But there
must ever be associated with the honours of
Waterloo, to my eyes, the most shocking sights of
woe, to my ear accents of entreaty, outcry from the
manly breast, interrupted forcible expressions of the
dying, and noisome smells.
But even as the man of feeling balked at the prospect
of the uncanny objectivity of the wounded body, the
man of science could always be relied upon to
restore a sense of decorum. Thus, when presented
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with so many instances of wounding by gunshot,
cannon and sabre, Bell wasted no time in making
detailed notes and sketches of his patients. These
remarkable studies, later reproduced in water
colours, ‘excelled in force and effect’, as one
contemporary commentator put it, ‘any professional
paintings hitherto attempted’.
Prior to the rigid materialism that characterised the
official ideology of the Darwinian man of science, an
interest in the aesthetic and religious aspects of the
human form was not incompatible with the claims of
scientific rigour. In their Job-like acceptance of
affliction, the majority of Bell’s sitters could thus be
seen to bear witness to the presence of the divine.
Fashioned according to the sacrificial logic of his

Renaissance forebears, the wounded soldier is Christlike – an image of self-sacrifice that, in the context of
late eighteenth and early nineteenth century military
art, was invoked frequently as a means of justifying
the terrible human costs of war.
But this is not the only story that Bell’s pictures tell. In
the downturned mouths, protruding lips, and
furrowed brows of some of the Waterloo sketches, we
bear witness to the ‘gloomy, uncomfortable view of
human nature’ that Bell ascribes to himself. There are
expressions here of melancholy and despair that
qualify the popular or Wilkean view of Waterloo as a
symbol of national regeneration and as an
unequivocal source of joy.

THAT WHICH STAINS A NEW POT:
Schoolteachers on Trial in the Fifteenth and Sixteen
Dr Ben Parsons
Teaching Fellow in English
University of Leicester
Lecture delivered on 18th November 2013
At the close of the Middle Ages, education was exposed to a new level of legal scrutiny. While grammar-level
schooling had reached an impressive level of development in the preceding period, with over four hundred
teaching venues emerging across England between 1100 and 1500, most schools operated on a more or less
unsupervised basis, independent of any external authority.1 However, this state of affairs began to change
during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Starting with the fifth article of The Constitutions (1409), and
continuing with Mary I’s instructions to English bishops in 1554, statutes began to be directed against schools,
and teachers gained a greater visibility in the eyes of the law.2 As a result, legal records provide an excellent
resource for understanding early modern education. The various prosecutions in which teachers were involved
bring into focus the profession, the standards by which it had to comply and several of the factors that
governed it and its practitioners.
This can be seen clearly in one of the most colourful
cases from the period, that of Thomas Ballard,
schoolmaster at Benenden in Kent. Ballard first drifts
into the records in August 1597. He appears at the
Kent Quarter Sessions exchanging oaths with two of
his neighbours, each man swearing not to cause ‘any
loss or injury’ to the others.3 The documents do not
disclose what had made the pledges necessary,
8

although they do suggest that Ballard was the guilty
party: he stood to forfeit £66 for breaking his bond,
while the other parties would only lose £10 apiece.
At any rate, Ballard evidently did not keep to his
word to the court’s satisfaction. A mere five months
later, in January 1598, a warrant for his arrest was
issued, branding him ‘a disturber of hir majeste
peace’ and ‘a loose lyvere’ and empowering the
Volume 108 • 2014
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relevant officers to bring him to court.4 The matter did
not end there, however. Richard Glover, a parish
constable sent to apprehend Ballard, filed an
indictment against him in June 1598, complaining
that Ballard had violently resisted arrest: he had in
fact caused Glover grave injury on the left side of his
body ‘with sword or rapier’.5 Perhaps most interesting
of all, Ballard was apparently not alone in this action.
Glover filed two further indictments on the same
date, which give the names of several residents of
Benenden and nearby villages. These people were
either present but failed to assist Glover, or actively
impeded him: he further complains that these figures
even went so far as to ‘violently beat and unworthily
manhandle him’.6 Evidently in the eyes of his
community Ballard was worth defending, even
against an authorised officer of the law and despite
his sordid reputation.
Ballard is not a lone instance of a teacher being
indicted for violent crime. The sessions at
Nottingham record an even graver offence in 1532,
accusing George Somers ‘scolemaster’ of murdering
John Langton ‘with club and daggers’.7 A comparable
if less terminal case also occurred at London in June
1494, when William Baker ‘Scolemaister of the
Abbey of Westminster’ was brought before the city
aldermen on charges of ‘insult and affray upon
Thomas Kyrkeham’, and fined 3s 4d.8 While these
two cases reveal little about the occasion and
motivation of the assaults, one suggestive element
unites them. In either case, both victim and assailant
appear to have been relatively low-level clerics. The
man Somers was accused of murdering is specifically
named as ‘chaplain’, while the other figure involved
in the fight with Baker appears to have been an
impoverished priest. At least, a man of the same
name appears in the records of London’s
ecclesiastical court two years earlier, where he is
identified as vicar of Tottenham: according to this
source he was briefly imprisoned in Ludgate for
attempting to sell his parish, on the basis that he was
‘owte of Rayment’, and simply pocketing the cash.9
These instances of violence therefore seem to have
erupted among people of broadly the same social
status, in low-ranking clerical positions. It seems
probable that some degree of professional rivalry
underpinned the attacks on Langton and Kyrkeham,
perhaps relating to advancement or even direct
competition.
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A different type of offence is embodied by John Legh,
‘Scolemaster of the gramer scole of Cromer’. Legh
submitted a bill of complaint to the Common Bench
at some point between 1534 and 1538, complaining
that he was ‘sklanderously defamyd’ in Cromer, and
specifically accused of sexual impropriety with the
wife of one Stephen Sheppard, ‘in so muche that oon
of the Children of the seyd Stephen shulde be like in
symylitaid’ to him. More seriously, he saw these
whispers as part of a conspiracy to replace him as
schoolmaster, as his main accusers ‘proffered some
ffreynd of thers to the same lynvyng’.10 Although
Legh was in turn accused of submitting this
complaint maliciously, and ‘only to vex and troble’
Sheppard, the case highlights how precarious he felt
his position to be.11 Whether he was correct in seeing
the rumour as part of a move against him, or whether
this was merely a paranoid fantasy on his part, he
obviously thought that having a poor reputation at
Cromer might prove sufficiently damaging to unseat
him.
These records reveal teachers in terms of their lives
outside the school, shedding little light on their
conduct as teachers or within the school itself.
Nevertheless, several records show them committing
crimes only made possible by their profession. An
example of this is one of the severest offences
recorded against a teacher’s name, Francis Philipp’s
trial for treason against Henry VIII. The case was
heard at the King’s Bench in February 1524, and was
sufficiently notorious to be recalled in the chronicles
of Hall and Holinshed decades later.12 In the trial
documents Philipp is identified as ‘Scolemaister’ of
Greenwich, although he actually seems to have been
instructor to the ‘henchmen’, a group of boys in the
royal household who served as pages on ceremonial
occasions.13 Philipp appears to have been in Henry’s
service since at least 1517, being listed among the
servants at a banquet held in that year.14 In
September 1522, however, he put a decisive end to
his career in the royal service, masterminding a plot
against Henry which involved four other members of
the king’s household and one of his own pupils, a boy
named Simon Dygby. Since Philipp is first-named
throughout the trial proceedings, it seems he was the
driving force of the scheme. His plan entailed
ambushing and robbing one of the king’s collectors,
and then heading for Coventry, where he intended to
seize ‘the castle of Kylingworth, and then to have
made battaile against the kyng’.15 He was however

9
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apprehended en route, suggesting that he progressed
no further than robbery. Nevertheless, the final
penalty paid by Philipp shows how Henry viewed the
crime: the conspirators were to be ‘taken to Tyburn
where they will be hanged, their entrails drawn from
them and burned, their heads cut off, bodies divided
into four parts and the heads be placed and displayed
where the king chooses’.16 The only member of the
group to escape this treatment was Dygby, who fled
overseas and was later pardoned.
Despite its extremity, the Philipp case brings together
two offences that not only recur throughout the trials
of teachers, but were enabled by their position. On
the one hand, it highlights the capacity to exploit the
relationship between student and teacher itself for
malicious ends; on the other, it also showcases the
special opportunities for theft that teaching could
open up. Philipp was not alone in either form of
misconduct. In February 1591 Christopher Heyloe
‘skolmaister’ was also bound over at Nottingham
assizes to answer charges of theft, having allegedly
stolen books from his students, specifically copies of
‘Terens’, ‘Tullyez Orations’, and ‘Ovidez
Metamorphosocez’.17 A similar case occurs in
c.1510, in which Robert Goldsmyth, a ‘seruant and
submaster’ at Westminster school, apparently
absconded with ‘certayn goodes to the value of xx li’
belonging to George Mortymer, ‘Scole mayster of
Westmynster’, to his superior’s ‘utter undoyng’.18 It
seems that tutors in noble households were not the
only educators driven to steal from their institutions.
Along the same lines, the fact that Philipp drew a
pupil into his circle of ‘despoilers and rebels’ has
parallels elsewhere. In August 1450, one John
Martyn, ‘teacher of the parish of St Michael at the
north gate of Oxford’, even used his pupils as a
personal army. According to the Chancellor’s
Register, Martyn ‘seditiously gathered together a
multitude of scholars, at the time that high mass was
being said in the parish church of St. Michael’, and
threatened to drag the priest William Street ‘outside
by their own hands or haul him out of his pulpit’,
unless Street lifted an order of excommunication
against Martyn. Even taking Martyn into custody did
not defuse the threat, as his pupils ‘wickedly
remained in a rag-tag mob’ and marched on the
prison, intending to free their master by force.19
Such records afford a range of important insights into
the role of schoolmaster. In the first place, they
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highlight certain practicalities about teaching in the
late medieval and early modern periods. They
underscore that it was a relatively low-status position,
more a temporary step on the way to a more lucrative
position than a permanent post, a factor which
probably motivated the thefts committed by Philipp
and Heyloe and the assaults of Baker and Somers.
They also highlight the lack of special prestige
attached to the profession, as teachers were as reliant
on reputation and susceptible to damage by rumour
as any other craftsman, something clearly felt keenly
by John Legh. But these records also show more
positive features as well, even when recounting
behaviour that falls far short of commendable. They
show teachers managing to become honoured
members of their communities, such as Ballard, the
‘vexser of honest men’ who still managed to elicit
support from his neighbours. They also show teachers
inspiring a powerful level of allegiance from their
students, such as Martyn at Oxford. In short, in a
period in which teaching is often treated as a site of
anxiety requiring containment, even some of the
worst examples of the profession show teaching and
teachers achieving a degree of respect and
protection.
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THE MOST DANGEROUS MOMENT IN
BRITISH HISTORY:
The Secret History of the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis
Professor Christopher Andrew
Emeritus Professor of Modern and Contemporary History University of Cambridge
Official Historian of the Security Service(MI5) from 2000 to 2010
Lecture delivered on 2nd December 2013
The world came closer to thermonuclear warfare during the Cuban Missile Crisis in October 1962 than ever
before or since. One of those who’ve written to me about their memories of the crisis recalls: ‘My wife and I
were living in Leicester in October 1962 and my wife was 6 months pregnant with our first child. I asked my
wife what she remembered of that time and she tells me she was scared stiff and did not want to bring a new
baby into such a world.’
Most Americans now aged between their late fifties
and late sixties remember ‘duck and cover’ drills
during the crisis which taught them to hide under
school desks and adopt the brace position in case of
nuclear attack. One man who at the time was a
thirteen-year-old schoolboy in Buffalo, New York,
told me how on the day after a drill, ‘I was sitting on
the big yellow school bus thinking: Will I get home
today? Am I going to die? Is this it? Just looking out
the window at the world passing by and wondering...’
Because there were no organised drills in British
schools, recollections on this side of the Atlantic of
those who were schoolchildren during the crisis are
more various. Some, particularly at primary schools,
were kept in ignorance by parents and teachers and
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now have no memory of the crisis. But I’ve been
struck by the fact that even some very young British
schoolchildren shared the fears of the thirteen-yearold in Buffalo. The mother of a former student of mine
who was six at the time recalls hearing her father, a
naval officer who was on leave during the crisis,
discussing the threat of nuclear attack with her
mother. Though the six-year-old’s parents spoke in a
way their daughter was not supposed to understand,
their peculiar conversation only succeeded in
attracting the little girl’s horrified attention. She stood
up in class next day and announced to the other
children: ‘You are all going to die.’ The school was
sympathetic but telephoned the little girl’s mother
(who still remembers the telephone call) to take her
home for the rest of the day.
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The six-year-old English girl, like the thirteen-year-old
boy in Buffalo, was right to be worried. The Soviet
leader, Nikita Khrushchev, had calculated that it
would be possible to install missile bases in Cuba so
secretly that the United States would not discover
they were there until they became operational. Had
Khrushchev’s plan succeeded, the United States
might well have launched an airstrike against the
bases, accompanied by a land invasion of Cuba.
When the first intelligence of the construction of the
bases reached the White House on 16 October 1962,
a majority of President John F Kennedy’s chief
advisers (collectively known as EXCOMM) were
initially in favour of an airstrike. Only the fact that the
bases were discovered before they were operational,
thus leaving time for negotiation, led EXCOMM to
change its mind.
The sequence of events which led to the discovery of
the missile bases began with a flash of personal
inspiration by the head of the CIA, John McCone,
while he was on honeymoon at Cap Ferrat on the
French Riviera less than a month before the crisis
began. Though there had already been reports of
Soviet missiles on Cuba, all the missiles identified
had been surface-to-air defence missiles (SAMs)
which could not be used to attack the United States.
But the crucial question, which McCone asked
himself and Washington during his honeymoon, was
what the growing number of SAMs had been sent to
Cuba to defend. Could it be offensive missile site
construction? The urgency with which McCone asked
that question (obvious in retrospect but not at the
time) demonstrates the advantages of senior officials
getting away from their office desks at moments of
crisis. The therapeutic combination of a honeymoon
and Cap Ferrat gave McCone an ideal opportunity for
fresh thinking, unencumbered by bureaucratic
routine.
On the morning of Tuesday 16 October EXCOMM
began studying the first of the photographs taken by
U-2 spyplanes showing the construction of the
missile sites. The ability of photo analysts and other
experts to interpret the photographs was greatly
enhanced by intelligence supplied by probably the
most important Western agent of the Cold War,
Colonel Oleg Penkovsky, deputy head of Soviet
military (GRU) foreign intelligence, who was run
jointly by MI6 and CIA case officers. All the topsecret reports on the Cuban missile sites circulated to
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EXCOMM during the thirteen days of the crisis
carried the codeword IRONBARK, indicating that
they made use of documents provided by Penkovsky.
Some of Penkovsky’s intelligence was handed over in
London in April 1961 in Room 360 at the Mountjoy
Hotel, Marble Arch, while he was travelling with an
official Soviet delegation to Britain. After being
secretly debriefed at night, he asked his MI6 and CIA
case officers to photograph him dressed in the
uniforms, successively of a British Army and a US
colonel as a symbol of where his real loyalties lay.
The photographs still survive.
Receiving intelligence from Penkovsky in Moscow
was made much more difficult by the tight KGB
surveillance of Western embassies and their
intelligence stations. Probably the most ingenious
method was devised by the deputy head of the CIA
station, Hugh Montgomery. Many years later I was
flattered to be asked by Hugh, then in semiretirement, to sign a copy of my book on how US
presidents have used intelligence. I asked him how I
should dedicate it. He replied, ‘Write “To the Cistern
Kid”’ (a satirical reference to the cowboy hero, ‘Cisco
Kid’). Hugh then told me how he had arranged for
Penkovsky to be one of the Soviet officials invited to
an Independence Day Party at the US ambassador’s
residence in Moscow, Spaso House. Penkovsky was
told to visit the rest room and leave Minox camera
cassettes containing photos of top-secret documents
in a waterproof container inside the cistern (a form of
‘dead-letter box’ commonly employed by both sides
in the Cold War).
Retrieving Penkovsky’s container proved more
difficult than Hugh Montgomery had anticipated. He
had expected the toilet to have the usual low-level
US cistern. Instead, when he entered the rest room,
he discovered that there was a cast-iron Russian
cistern positioned above head height. When Hugh
tried to stand on the wooden lavatory seat, it broke
and he found himself with one foot inside the toilet.
Next he stood on the washbasin. Just as he retrieved
the container from the cistern, the washbasin came
away from the wall. By now rather bedraggled, Hugh
decided not to stay for the rest of the reception. He
told me that, just as he was leaving, he heard another
guest complain that someone had trashed the
restroom. Tragically, Penkovsky was caught by the
KGB on the eve of the crisis and later executed.
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Crucial to the ability of EXCOMM in October 1962 to
arrive at a policy which made possible a peaceful
solution to the crisis was that it had almost seven days
to discuss in privacy both the latest intelligence and
its policy options without a single leak by the US
media. It is difficult to believe that there would be no
leak during a major crisis today. From the moment the
media discovered that all President Obama’s leading
advisers were simultaneously away from their desks
(as they were in 1962), they would descend on the
White House and demand to be briefed. Obama’s
Press Secretary, Jay Carney, would no doubt remind
them of the precedent of the Cuban Missile Crisis and
of how important it had been then for the President
and his advisors to have an undisturbed week in
which to work out the best way to seek a peaceful
resolution. At least some of today’s media would
leave the White House briefing convinced that if they
did not leak the story, one of their rivals would.
We now know that the secret was very nearly given
away in October 1962. Those from whom President
Kennedy was most anxious to conceal the discovery
of the missile sites were the hawks in Congress—the
‘War Party’, as he called them. The latest volume of
Robert Caro’s monumental biography of Lyndon B.
Johnson, then Vice-President, reveals that he almost
immediately leaked news of the discovery to the
leader of the War Party, Senator Richard Russell, a
man with a deserved reputation for what Caro calls
‘monumental racism’ as well as monumental loathing
of the Soviet Union. Mercifully Russell did not tell his
friends in the media. Had he done so, the
consequences could well have been dire. Kennedy
was probably right to believe that ‘Any premature
disclosure could precipitate a Soviet move or panic
the American public.’
On the evening of Monday 22 October the crisis
became public for the first time during a presidential
broadcast when Kennedy revealed the construction
of the missile sites and announced a US naval
‘quarantine’ to prevent further Soviet shipments to
them. At the end of the week Khrushchev suddenly
brought the crisis to a dramatic end by agreeing to
dismantle the bases. For most of that week, however,
preparations for the possibility of Armageddon
continued in both London and Washington. Had the
crisis worsened, the Prime Minister, Harold
Macmillan, would have authorised the move to a
‘Precautionary Stage’ in the countdown to war.
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Macmillan and the War Cabinet, together with senior
defence and intelligence staff, would have taken up
residence in a large top-secret underground bunker,
codenamed successively BURLINGTON and
TURNSTILE, near Corsham in the Cotswolds, whose
existence was first publicly revealed by Peter
Hennessy. (Peter John Hennessy, Baron Hennessy of
Nympsfield, FBA is an English historian and
academic specialising in the history of government.
“London might be silenced”. The secret state :
preparing for the worst, 1945–2010 (2 ed.). London:
Penguin.-Ed)
Macmillan directed that TURNSTILE should ‘act as
the seat of government’ in what he optimistically
described as ‘the period of survival and
reconstruction’ following a nuclear attack. More
realistically, in a Third World War the bunker would
probably have provided no more than a short-lived
underground refuge for the remnants of British
government while Britain was obliterated above
them. A few years ago I visited TURNSTILE. What
most surprised me was its sheer size: miles of
underground tunnels with names such as North-West
Ring Road. Transport was provided by electricallypowered, mostly orange, trolleys. Some of the
recharging stations positioned along the tunnels were
still functioning. Much else in TURNSTILE was a
mundane memorial to the British way of life fifty
years ago. Only the Prime Minister had a private
bathroom. The kitchens contained, as well as rows of
tea urns and boxes of unused crockery, the biggest
deep-fat fryers I have seen. I imagined the last meals
in British history being largely composed of tea and
chips.
While interviewing those with memories of the end
of the Missile Crisis I’ve been struck by how similar
most of their recollections are. One man, who was a
sixth-former in Bristol in 1962, recalls: ‘We had all
been only too aware of the possibility of
Armageddon. But when the crisis was resolved we
were much more relieved than ecstatic.’ That
describes exactly my own student memories of the
end of the most dangerous moment in British history.
This article is based on the author’s contribution to
Christopher Andrew, David Gioe and Len Scott (eds),
‘An International History of the Cuban Missile Crisis’
(Routledge, 2014) and an associated article in The
Spectator
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THE MAKING OF AN ICON:
THE HISTORY OF SHAKESPEARE’S BIRTHPLACE
Mr Nicholas A D Molyneux
Principal Inspector of Historic Buildings and
areas English Heritage
Lecture delivered on 6th January 2014
Sponsored by De Montfort University
What do we know about William Shakespeare? His supposed birthday of 23 April 1564 is traditional: his
baptism was recorded on the 26 April that year in the registers of Holy Trinity Church, Stratford-upon-Avon,
Warwickshire. Not that I am a disbeliever in William Shakespeare of Stratford as the writer of some of the
greatest plays ever written in English, just much of what we know of his life is built on flimsy foundations. We
need to sift for the hard facts and reasonable historical deductions and not succumb to too many presumptions
built upon them.
The creation of the modern vision of Shakespeare’s
works can be laid at the door of David Garrick (17171779). His great festival was held in Stratford in 1769:
note the date, not two hundred years after
Shakespeare’s birth, but five years late. It put Stratford
firmly on the map. Garrick had been invited to open
the Town Hall and when he was there he gave birth to
the idea of a festival.
An elaborate timber pavilion lined with crimson
hangings was the result, of sufficient scale to hold a
ball for a thousand people. On the first morning,
Wednesday the 5 September 1769, thirty cannon
roared, the bells rang out and actors sang. A public
breakfast was held in the Town Hall. The ball in the
Rotunda that evening was accompanied by fireworks.
The following day the heavens opened and the
planned processions were cancelled. However, they
still had a masquerade ball at which James Boswell
(1740-1795) appeared as a Corsican, resplendent in
scarlet breeches and a grenadier cap embroidered
with Viva la Liberta in gold. He danced the minuet
with the water coming over his shoe tops. Some of the
departing merry makers fell into the flooded ditches,
the more prudent stayed until daybreak when they
retreated over planks.
The first illustration of the birthplace (cover
photograph) was produced by Richard Greene (17161793) of Lichfield (brother of the Master of the
Stratford school and the next door neighbour of
Garrick’s brother in Lichfield) and published in the
14

Gentleman’s Magazine of June 1769. Note the
convention of showing the object of veneration
decontextualized in an open landscape. This was
derived from the Royal Society’s conventions of
scientific recording originating in the seventeenth
century. There are relatively few other eighteenth
century illustrations. John Jordan (1746-1809), a local
wheelwright, produced a drawing for an engraving in
one of the first serious books to assemble the places
of relevance to Shakespeare: Samuel Ireland’s
Picturesque Views on the Upper, or Warwickshire
Avon of 1795.
It was not until the early nineteenth century that the
draughtsmen and women started to get to grips with
the inside, as it became a popular tourist attraction.
The butcher’s shop on the ground floor was often
illustrated, although the engravings in Robert
Wheler’s (1785-1857) 1824 guidebook to the
Birthplace were the first to offer an accurate picture.
The holy of holies, the room in which Shakespeare
was reputedly born, is illustrated in the same book.
Externally the recognition was accorded by the
addition of a prominent sign board. The basis of the
identification seems to derive from the legendary
occasion when David Garrick recognised its status by
sleeping in it himself.
As the century progressed the pressure for
preservation began to rise. The cladding of the Swan
and Maidenhead at one end of the property in brick
in the early nineteenth century was a warning as to
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what might happen to the rest of the property. But, it
was not until the property was marketed in 1847 that
the pressure for preservation finally saw concrete
form. The purchase for £3,000 and its aftermath
produced a flurry of photography, although the
earliest photographs I have located are from the
1850s. A much reproduced photograph shows the
difference in treatment of the Birthroom segment with
the timbers blackened. In the photograph a man in a
large coat with prominent buttons is thought to be the
parish constable.
So what to do with the decayed collection of
ramshackle buildings? Initially very little was done
because the committee didn’t have any surplus
money. The Government changed and reneged on a
promise to take the site into the custody of the state.
Eventually a substantial offer of funding for the
preservation project arrived from one John
Shakespear (1774-1858). He was an elderly
gentleman of some fortune from Leicestershire (born
at Lount, retired to Langley Priory). He was the former
professor of Hindustani at the East India Company’s
college, but was not related to William Shakespeare.
In 1857 a report was commissioned from a leading
architect of the day, Edward M Barry (1830-1880), the
son of Charles (1795-1860) who had recently been
involved in the rebuilding of the Houses of
Parliament following the great fire of 16 October
1834. He concluded that the building could be
conserved in two possible ways: either ‘conserve as
found’ or as a restoration. If the former was to be
adopted he suggested that a cover building was an
answer, following an earlier suggestion to copy the
cover constructed in 1822 over the house in which
Tsar Peter the Great spent seven days in 1697 when
in Amsterdam to learn about ship building. Barry
suggested consulting his friend who had recently
finished a substantial building on Hyde Park, one Mr
Paxton (1803-1865). Whilst letters from Joseph
Paxton survive he never visited and a more
thoroughgoing restoration was the chosen approach.
A local architect and builder, Edward Gibbs, was put
in charge of the project. The first step was demolition
to protect the shrine from the danger of fire, which
was done in 1857. This phase was recorded by
photography, and these early photographs were in
their turn copied by an artist, J T Blight, in the early
1860s to ensure the long term preservation of the
images. This was the result of the antiquarian
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attention which was lavished on the site by the
obsessive and eccentric James Orchard HalliwellPhillipps (1820-1889), to whom we owe much for the
recording of this work. He employed an
archaeological artist from Cornwall, J T Blight (18351911), who later ended up in Bodmin Lunatic
Asylum. All this careful recording work is now
preserved in the Folger Library, Washington, USA.
The photographs suggest a rather stark and harsh
restoration, but by the lights of the day it was
carefully undertaken. There are detailed discussions
in the surviving letters of the trouble the architect and
the committee went to examine the surviving historic
timbers in the front elevation to ensure that the
restoration was as faithful to the evidence as possible.
There is a set of careful colour-coded record drawings
(by Blight), the like of which I have not encountered
for any other building at this period. He even
recorded the timbers recovered during the demolition
and preserved by the architect Gibbs.
Nothing major has been done to the Birthplace since,
so much of the fabric is still that of the sixteenth
century building and can still be analysed. The
building follows a standard post-medieval plan form,
the typical tripartite vernacular house of town and
country. This has a hall at the centre, a service end
divided off by a cross-passage and an upper end. The
bay to the west of the main building is an addition,
with its own timber chimney stack and was
apparently a single bay cottage. On the back of the
main building there is a short wing, which can be
shown to be an addition, which has a cellar below.
The documents add to the story. John Shakespeare was
living in the street by 1552 (paying a fine for a muck
heap) and purchased one property in 1556, and a second
adjoining one in 1575. He died in 1601, and the year
after the house was licensed as an inn. This is recorded
by a probate inventory in 1627. The inventory includes
the value of the remaining term of the lease to then
occupier from William Shakespeare. The freehold was
left by William in his will (proved in 1616) to his sister
Joan Hart. It remained in the hands of her descendants
until the late eighteenth century. The whole site and some
of the adjoining plots is now in the care of one of the
earliest established conservation bodies in England, the
Shakespeare Birthplace Trust whose origins lie in the
committee which purchased the Birthplace in 1847.
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LIVING FOSSILS:
STRATEGIES FOR SURVIVAL: THE NATURAL
HISTORY OF “LIVING FOSSILS”
Professor Richard Fortey FRS
Paleontologist Writer and Television Presenter
Department of Earth Sciences
Natural History Museum
Lecture delivered on 20th January 2014
Joint Lecture with the Geology Section
A survey of “living fossils” in the natural environment leads to the conclusion that many survivors from deep
time endured because the habitat to which they were adapted persisted through major crises that affected
much the biosphere elsewhere. The co-occurrence of such survivors is one way to exclude the hypothesis that
survival was a matter of luck alone, and also proves that these ‘archaic’ organisms are fully able to compete
alongside living organisms that appeared much later in geological time. Darwin’s contention that survivors
“inhabited a confined area” mostly applies to terrestrial organisms like monotremes and the tuatara which
had become isolated as a result of plate tectonic processes.

Over the last eight years I have been seeking out
living examples of animals and plants that have
changed relatively little for long periods of geological
time. With typical caution, in The Origin of Species
Charles Darwin introduced an appropriate term to
describe such organisms as “anomalous forms [that]
may almost be called living fossils.” Nonetheless, he
went on to account for them having “endured to the
present day, from having inhabited a confined area,
and from having thus been exposed to less severe
competition.” So no sooner did he coin the
memorable term that has ‘stuck’ to animals like the
coelacanth fish Latimeria (which was then unknown)
than he characteristically also proposed a hypothesis
to account for them: he opted for release from the
usual constraints of natural selection. Since 1859,
additional enduring organisms have been discovered,
and they almost invariably attract superlatives. The
Wollemi Pine (Wollemia) found in a remote valley in
New South Wales as recently as 1994 was a 40 metre
high tree that inevitably spawned headlines of the
“dinosaur tree’ variety – but since its fossils were
contemporary with those of the giant reptiles, that
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was perhaps only to be expected. However, such
discoveries do encourage speculation again about
why some organisms seem to endure with little
alteration, while the biological world changes around
them. Is there some common factor that might offer a
‘secret’ for long term survival?
The first thing to be clear about is that in one sense
there are no ‘living fossils’. At the genomic level there
is always change. Even a famously enduring animal
like the tuatara of New Zealand has accumulated
many changes within its DNA - indeed its molecular
clock seems to be ticking over at a faster rate than
many more obviously evolving organisms. However,
its morphology is almost unchanged, and this is the
crucial point about much of the ‘living fossil’
catalogue: whatever happens at the molecular level
theirs is a design that endures, and can be recognised
from the fossil record by the presence of obviously
similar designs in known ancient fossils. The
characters they display are often ‘primitive’
(plesiomorphic) ones and this fact has led some
cladists, like Colin Patterson, to assert that living
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fossils cannot be recognised, since all classification
rests on advanced (apomorphic) characters. This
contrarian position would assert, for example, that
the most significant character of monotremes (egg
laying mammals) is the poison claw present in adult
male platypus, but only during embryology of the
echidna (fig 1), rather than the collection of primitive
features of their metabolism, mammary glands and
skeleton, not to mention the obvious business of their
laying eggs. This is really to put the niceties of
classification above the totality of the surviving
morphology, the ‘working organism’ as it were. Here
I shall take the living fossil as it might have been
understood by Darwin, as an organism with a long
geological pedigree, and one that subsequent
evolution has treated with a light touch – at least on
the level of gross morphology.

Figure 1 Echidnas belong to the family Tachyglossidae in the
monotreme order of egg-laying mammals. The four extant
species, together with the platypus, are the only surviving
members of that order and are the only extant mammals that
lay eggs. Their diet consists of invertebrates, but they are not
closely related to the true anteaters of the Americas. They
live in Australia and New Guinea

There is a null hypothesis for such survivors: that they
are simply lucky. This is the logical extension of the
question posed by David M Raup in his 1991 book
Extinction: bad genes or bad luck? Those soldiers who
came unscathed through all the campaigns of the
First World War – and there were a few – might like
to attribute their individual survival to soldierly skills,
but the truth is for such random ‘bullet fodder’
continued existence was probably down to always
being in the right place at the right time. Lucky ones
came through. With regard to biology this is not an
easy thesis to prove or disprove. Every species – like
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every soldier – does have its own narrative. Unlike
the soldier, the living species connects backwards
with its ancestors down the tree of life, so the
important organism is really one of those distant
species that resisted extinction at a time when other
species perished. There are famously five periods of
mass extinction when major culls of the biota took
place. The most profound of these, at the end of the
Permian 250 million years ago, is thought to have
exterminated 90% of life. So the survivors from before
that time – the ancestors of the horseshoe crab
Limulus (fig 2), for example - were either very lucky or
had some property that aided endurance. But how to
pick out these significant factors and distinguish them
from luck?
One insight I had into this question was prompted by
a visit to find one of the longest survivors of them all,
the brachiopod Lingula (fig 3), whose relatives go
back to the Cambrian. A bay in the New Territories of
Hong Kong yielded numerous examples of this
animal buried in the mud of an intertidal bay. The
brachiopods were not alone; alongside them dwelt a
prolific selection of evolutionarily ‘younger’ animals,
such as hydrobiid gastropods, and small gobies.
There seemed to be no question of these brachiopods
“being exposed to less severe competition”: they
were doing just fine in this habitat in the company of
many evolutionary upstarts. However, further
research revealed that in the same area there were
other ‘living fossils’ thriving: we found peanut worms
(sipunculids) and penis worms (priapulids) both with
fossils known from Burgess Shale and other localities
of equivalent Cambrian age; solemyid clams with an
Ordovician pedigree were there in the mud; while
offshore was a known locality for the lancelet
Branchiostoma – a chordate with another Cambrian
pedigree. In these co-occurrences we find a counter
to the ‘random luck’ hypothesis. For in this intertidal
area a cohort of survivors exist together, all with a
pre-Permian pedigree; their long temporal narratives
coincide in a single habitat. But their survival is
assuredly not a result of absence of competition
because they are accompanied by marine fauna of
Mesozoic or Palaeogene origin. So the conclusion
seems justified that they survive because the habitat
to which they were adapted also survived while
extinction crises happened elsewhere. This is not
unreasonable for the end Permian because the one
environment which would likely escape the effects of
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Figure 2 The Atlantic horseshoe crab, Limulus polyphemus, is a marine chelicerate arthropod. Despite its name, it is more
closely related to spiders, ticks, and scorpions than to crabs

both widespread ocean anoxia, and drastic terrestrial
climate change, is that between the tides, where
agitation of the water ensures oxygenation. As long as
there were sufficient edible organic particles to
supply filter feeders like Lingula extinction was
unlikely.
A similar argument may be applied to the
horseshoe crab Limulus and its few living
relatives. These most primitive arachnoid
arthropods survived when trilobites and many
other
groups
that
were
their
original
contemporaries did not, but at present (and
presumably in the past) limulids are highly
tolerant of salinity changes in the intertidal and
even supratidal habitat. Where such survivors
occur together I termed those places “time
havens’ and stressed their conservation as of
comparable importance to that of biodiversity ‘hot
spots’. It does indeed seem that some areas have
more than their share of survivors: for example,
the marine areas south of New Caledonia are the
centre for another famous survivor, the pearly
Nautilus, and in nearby waters are ancient
sponges and a clam related to familiar Jurassic
fossils from Europe, Neotrigonia. The adjacent
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island is home to the greatest variety of ‘living
fossil’ Araucaria (monkey puzzles) species, as well
as the most primitive known flowering plant,
Amborella. The Indonesian coelacanth is known
from Sulawesi. In China, the Mesozoic tree Gingko
famously survived, but it is not alone, since
another primitive angiosperm Magnolia, and such
basal conifers as Cunninghamia and the swamp
cypress Metasequoia live not far away. One might,
perhaps, imagine habitats shifting in tune to
climate change, plate tectonics, and periodic
crises (like the arrival of the end-Cretaceous
meteorite). In the right site, if the climate warms
a biota might migrate upwards into a mountain
setting to maintain its favoured climatic regime;
no mountain, and extinction could result. In a few
places a habitat might survive such vicissitudes
long enough to carry forwards a ‘package’ of
ancient taxa. The cases of Lingula and Limulus
prove that ancient forms may be still be well
adapted to cope alongside organisms that have
evolved long after their own origins. Indeed, one
might say that the appearance of Gingko on every
street corner in modern cities proves that its near
disappearance was not a product of over
specialisation, or some other indication that it had
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“outlived its time”: merely that its natural habitat
had scraped by through global accidents.
What, then, of Darwin’s other contention about
long term survivors “having inhabited a confined
area”? If one interprets “confined area” as a
refugium, this does provides a plausible
explanation for the survival of at least a few of the
more spectacular terrestrial ‘living fossils’, and is
a different case from those described above. Much
of the ‘luck’ involved is the consequence of plate
tectonics inducing isolation. The early separation
of the terranes that now make up New Zealand is
plausibly invoked to account for the unique
survival there of the last rhynchocephalian reptile
– the tuatara (Sphenodon) – an escapee from the
Triassic. Although it can never be proved, it can
be plausibly suggested that the absence of
mammalian predators played an important part.
New Zealand is also home to some of the most
primitive perching birds. With its comparatively
early separation from Pangaea it is unlikely to be
a coincidence that Australia is home to the
surviving monotreme mammals: the echidna and
the duck billed platypus.
Molecular evidence shows that these two
extraordinary animals separated from a common
ancestor at least 30 million years ago, but both
survived a major extinction event 40.000 years
ago that eliminated many marsupial mammals.
Whatever the cause of that event (and it has been
associated with the arrival of humans) the
monotremes were able to survive more
successfully than many other mammals; they
were not in any sense maladapted. As with the
more general case, continuity of their specialised
habitats was a sine qua non for their survival.
Whether they will survive contact with placental
carnivores is only now, unfortunately, an
experiment in progress
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Figure 3 Lingula is a genus of brachiopods within the class
Lingulata. Lingula is known as “moule-à-queue” (tailed
mussel) in New Caledonia, “bec de cane” (duck bill) along
some coasts in the Indian Ocean, and “shamisen-gai” in
Japan (for its likeness to the shamisen, a Japanese lute).
Although Lingula itself is found in the Mesozoic, its earliest
close relatives extend back even to the Cambrian strata.
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THE MEDIA AND THE NHS:
A MIRROR OR A MICROSCOPE
Mr. John Adler
Chief Executive, University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust.
Lecture delivered 3rd February 2014
Sponsored by Leicester Mercury
In July 2013 the NHS turned 65 and helpfully this prompted commentators to compare 1948 with 2013.
The comparisons are fascinating: In 1948 the NHS Budget was £437 million… that’s enough to run Leicester’s
Hospitals for about 9 months.
The UK population was 43m and just over 10% were over 65. Average life expectancy was 65 and average
BMi was a slender 23.
In 2013 the population had increased by 13m to 56m
16% were over 65
Life expectancy had increased by 13 years to 78
The budget had grown to £109 Billion
When Labour came to power in 1997 the Blair
government quickly moved to increase NHS budgets.
The battle of Jennifer’s Ear in the 1992 campaign had
convinced Labour that waiting lists were toxic and
that the scenario where people would not
uncommonly die whilst on waiting lists for cardiac
and other procedures, was totally unacceptable.
What followed in cash terms was the biggest
spending spree by any post war government on any
public service. Between 1997 and 2012 the spend on
the NHS almost doubled from £60 billion to over
£100 billion.
The NHS budget increased by somewhere between
7-10% year on year for much of the decade that
Labour were in power… only levelling off once the
impact of Lehman Brothers and the ensuing
worldwide financial crisis had kicked in.
So what did the spending spree buy us?
1.

2.
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Well, there was a dramatic shift in the lengths of
time patients were expected to wait for
operations.
It bought a new GP contract which at the same
time enabled GPs to opt out of ‘out-of-hours’

provision… producing a sudden increase in
attendances at the A&Es across the country.
3.

And it gave us increases in staffing numbers as
well as a significant increase in the remuneration
for hospital consultants and nurses (and, it has to
be said, managers).

4.

And the biggest hospital building programme,
funded by PFI in the history of the NHS…
totalling £17 billion by 2010.

All of which is very interesting if you’re an
economist… but what about outcomes?
Data from the British Heart Foundation, shows that
deaths from Coronary Heart Disease halved between
1961 and 2001 and then reduced by a further 50%
from 2001 to 2011.
One of the key changes was the increased use of
keyhole surgery in all types of previously enormously
invasive procedures… for example to replace failing
heart valves.
Heart surgery used to involve opening the patient up
from navel to sternum… and weeks of
convalescence. This being the case it will be no
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surprise to you that this kind of heart surgery was only
really available to patients who were young and
otherwise fit enough to withstand such invasive
surgery… in short, if you were diagnosed with a valve
issue and were frail and older than 70, the prognosis
was poor.
That all changed. A new procedure, ‘percutaneous
aortic valve replacement’, was developed out of
balloon angioplasty and was first used in the UK in
Leicester to clear blocked heart arteries.
The technique at the time was the biggest invention in
cardiology over the last 30 years.
But there is another consequence of this … and that
is because we are now adding years to life where
previously patients would have died, we are seeing
an enormous growth in the numbers of patients living
into old age with a cardiac condition… 700% more
than in 1961.
This of course places enormous
burdens on the resources of the NHS and social care.
Another way of looking at overall clinical outcome
improvements… is the decline in mortality per
100,000 population which can be ascribed to some
kind of healthcare intervention. Since 2001 the
deaths per 100,000 has gone from 140 to just 90.
The country and society have changed… there are
more of us, we’re fatter but living longer, we’re
spending vastly more money on the NHS than we did
66 years ago and we appear to be getting a return on
that investment.
Let’s now forget all that and instead look at the
media’s portrayal of the NHS story. Here are some
recent headlines…
Tripadvisor website for NHS flooded by complaints:
Patients tells of ‘lazy nurses and blood-spattered
walls’
“Cash-strapped NHS? Meet the hospital staff who wear a
£1,000 fat suit to learn how obese patients feel”
“Champagne perks of NHS drug watchdog: Officials
rule out use of life-saving drugs due to cost but spend
thousands on five-star hotels and shopping sprees”
The fact that the NHS gets a bad press is hardly news.
When asked why this might be, the view from a very
senior source within a national news brand was that
the traditional news consuming public is becoming
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older… Hence, editors, are onto sure fire winners in
terms of circulation and viewing / listening figures if
they can serve up NHS stories… safe in the
knowledge that the closer one gets to needing the
NHS the more attention the story attracts.
Add to that the old adage that ‘good news doesn’t
sell’ and you have the perfect storm, bad NHS news
grabs the public’s attention like nothing else.
So, just how much of the news is NHS news?
The dominant story from 1997 until the financial
crash of 2008 was the NHS… in terms of news it is
not just a big story it was THE STORY of the first 8
years of the new millennium… only supplanted by a
worldwide recession and articles covering the
economic gloom. However, given the upturn in the
economy it is likely that the NHS will once again
return to being the lead story, dominating the national
news agenda.
Is this daily diet of scare stories fatally undermining
the NHS brand?
Think of a brand and everyone automatically defaults
to the logo. But the reality is that the essence of a
brand is not its visual identity, it’s the product or
service and to quote another famous brand, “does it
do what it says on the tin?”
Hence, the brand is like an iceberg and like real
icebergs, most of the critical mass of a brand is below
the surface… it’s to do with the emotional values of
those people who work for the brand; it’s about what
the staff do most often when they are with the
customer, (or in our case the patient or relative) and
above all it’s about TRUST… an unwritten contract
between the consumer and the provider that says, ‘AS
LONG AS YOU DO WHAT I EXPECT YOU TO DO
FOR ME, I AM HAPPY AND WILL TRUST YOU.”
A recent survey by YouGov on behalf of The NHS
Alliance, shows that despite the headlines public
trust in the national health service remains stable.
According to the 2013 research (undertaken 19th20th December 2013), of the 1886 adults polled by
YouGov, 53% said that their feelings were no different
than a year ago, they still trust the NHS to look after
them.
The views of politicians’ and the media’s portrayal of
the NHS are markedly different. Fewer than one in
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10 adults (9%) believe politicians portray the NHS in
a balanced light, while only a fraction more (11%)
believe the media portray the NHS in a balanced
light… that’s a dreadful indictment of the 1st, 2nd and
4th estates.
What I’ve tried to show is the disparity between much
media coverage of the NHS and the views of the man
on the Clapham Omnibus. Mirror or microscope?… if
it’s a mirror, then one could argue that it’s a
fairground one which distorts the image to the point
of being unrecognisable.
In my final point, l also want to recognise that in
some cases the ‘microscope’ element of media
coverage can be a force for good.

Victory for Sunday Times on weekend
NHS care
“HOSPITALS will be expected to give patients the
same standard of treatment seven days a week — or
face crippling sanctions, the NHS’s medical director
announces today. (Dec 2013)”
In every health economy in the developed world it
has been known for a long time that outcomes are
worse at weekends than during the week.
Why? Well because the NHS and other health
systems have traditionally been designed as a fudge
between what is best for patients and what is most
convenient for the staff. Not to put too fine a point on
it the NHS in its widest sense is top drawer if you are
unwell between 8am and 6pm Monday to Friday…
during that time you can see a pharmacist, a GP, visit
a 8-8 centre, or if all else fails come to A&E.
However, outside 8am-6pm Monday – Friday the
options start to look a little limited… fear not because
as everyone knows A&E (and particularly Leicester’s)
never closes. Sure, you may have to wait a long time
but you’ll always be seen.

There are plenty of other examples of national media
using their power to create change in the NHS; the
decline of hospital acquired infections like MRSA and
C-diff being such examples.
Before I conclude, I recognise that much of this talk
has been concerned with the national media. When
it comes to local media things are different...
If the Daily Bugle health reporter writes a story about
an incident in a hospital… and uses a singular fact to
create the impression that the hospital is rotten to the
core, the reporter doesn’t have to file copy and then
return to live in the community whose hospital has
just been criticised.
Local reporters do… moreover they usually
recognise, (because they have taken time to build a
relationship with managers, doctors, nurses and other
staff), that in most instances it’s invalid to extrapolate
from one incidence of poor care that there are
endemic issues.
If I use the example of our own local paper the
Mercury. When I arrived in Leicester about 12 months
ago, they put on a drinks reception for me and helped
to make sure that I could quickly establish myself
with other leaders from the public sector, like the
Mayor, the Chief Constable, MPs and the like.
I then met with the ‘Patients Panel’… a group of lay,
but nonetheless, very knowledgeable local
stakeholders who I have continued to work with and
who continue to play the role of critical friend to me
and the Trust.
That doesn’t mean the relationship between the Trust
and the Mercury is benign.
In conclusion, and recognising that it is always good
at the end of a lecture to answer the question you
started with, namely, ‘is the media a mirror or
microscope?’

Clearly, this is because traditionally consultants,
radiographers, CT / CAT / and other diagnostic
imaging specialists, are not present in as many
numbers as they are midweek. And this can mean
that diagnoses / decisions / and treatment plans are
not put in place as quickly as they ought to be.

The answer is of course both… locally, the best
example is a paper like the Mercury… which
understands what it’s reporting, it takes time to
establish the facts and at times they hold a mirror up
to my organisation and at other times a microscope to
a particular aspect of our work.

In the case of the Sunday Times they stated what we
all have known for some time… it can’t go on, and
the Times need to be congratulated.

Nationally, it is more of a mixed bag. I’ve focused on
some of the extremes but it genuinely saddens me
that some of our media delight in creating fear
amongst vulnerable and trusting groups.
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THE GENIUS OF MICHAEL FARADAY
Professor Sir John Meurig Thomas FRS
Honorary Professor of Material Science University of Cambridge
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Davy/Faraday Research Laboratory
Royal Institution of Great Britain
Lecture delivered 17th February 2014
Sponsored by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Lord Rutherford said of Michael Faraday (1791-1867) that he was one of the greatest experimenters ever.
Albert Einstein believed that Faraday was responsible for the greatest change in the intellectual framework of
physical sciences since Newton. There is little doubt that Faraday bequeathed a larger corpus of useful
knowledge than any other physical scientist.

It is outlined how it came about that Faraday, a deeply
religious man, who left school at thirteen to become
an errand boy and then an apprentice to a
bookbinder – a young man who never attended high
school or a university and knew no mathematics could reach such pinnacles.
It all began in earnest for the 21-year-old when he
was given tickets to attend the last four lectures by Sir
Humphry Davy at the Royal Institution (RI) of Great
Britain in Albemarle Street, London in March 1812.
Davy remained associated with the RI until his death
in 1829, but was no longer Director. From the early
1820s onwards that role was taken over by Faraday,
whom Davy appointed first as bottle-washer and then
as assistant, after interviewing him in March 1813.
The full trajectory of Faraday’s career, encompassing
his journeys through France, Italy, Austria and
Switzerland with Sir Humphry and Lady Davy (from
October 1813 to May 1815) is told in a short
monograph that I wrote to celebrate the bicentenary
of Faraday’s birth. Faraday’s career as a natural
philosopher ascended rectilinearly to stratospheric
altitudes on returning to the RI. He liquefied, for the
first time, over a dozen gases (including ammonia,
the basis of early and later refrigeration), he
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discovered and established the chemical formula of
benzene which he prepared by the distillation of fish
oil. He invented the first electric motor in 1821. He
pioneered organic photochemistry. He became a
superb analytical chemist (and could have
accumulated substantial riches if he had continued to
serve as expert witness in legal disputes). He
identified isomers of chemical compounds. He
improved the optical quality of glass and it was he
who first drew glass fibres of the kind that later were
utilised as light guides. He pioneered the study of
dielectrics – such was the magnitude of his
contribution to this field that the unit of capacitance
is named a Farad in his honour. In 1829 he wrote a
masterly text (646 pages) on Chemical Manipulation.
He studied heterogeneous catalysis, colloidal metals
and ionic conductivity in inorganic solids such as
PbF2, during which he was the first to note the now
topical subject of superionic conductivity. He also
identified the phenomenon of semiconductivity and
what is now termed thermistor action (well over a
century before it became the centrepiece of electrical
and electronic circuitry).
The prodigality of his output was Haydnesque. It is
arguable that he left a greater corpus of scientific
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discoveries than any other scientist, before or since.
Lord Rutherford in 1931 called him the greatest
scientific discoverer ever, and his successor as
director of the Royal Institution, John Tyndall, set out
in a series of Discourses in 1868, later published as a
book, the astonishing chronicle of Faraday as a
Discoverer.
Arguably, Faraday’s greatest single discovery was that
of electromagnetic induction. But before we pursue
that momentous breakthrough we should note his
work on the notion of lines of force. He argued that a
magnetic field surrounded a magnet just as he later
argued that a gravitational field surrounds every solid
object. In fact, Faraday was the founder of field
theory, all theoreticians and cosmologists ever since
have acknowledged the fact. Faraday, in his mind’s
eye, could picture lines of force emanating from a
magnet, and he illustrated the reality of this picture by
sprinkling iron filings on a paper beneath which he
placed a magnet. His lines of force ushered a new era
into physics and cosmology; an era built on the
concept of field, which pervades the space around a
magnet and around an electric current, and, in the
words of James Clerk Maxwell (much later) “weaves
a web through the sky”.
In electromagnetic induction, an electric current is
produced in a wire coil if a bar magnet is inserted
into or withdrawn from the axis of that coil. With this
discovery, Faraday also invented the dynamo and
transformer action.
Newton showed that terrestrial mechanics and
celestial mechanics are synonymous. The paths of
celestial bodies like planets, comets and space
vehicles as well as the precise times of sunrise and
sunset may be computed via Newton’s laws. So may
the ebb and flow of the tides on all the shores of the
oceans of the earth. But Newton’s laws and Newton’s
physics do not help us one iota in accounting for the
transmission and reception of radiowaves, for the
operation of the fax machine, for wireless telegraphy,
television or digital video display (DVD), or for the
functioning of cellular phones – nor do they explain
how, in the modern electronic age, we may, if we
wish, be suffused with the magic of Schubertian
music or the lyricism of the Kreutzer sonata. All of
these may be traced back, step by step, to the
experimental discoveries of Michael Faraday and the
theoretical work of Clerk Maxwell.
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In 1845, Faraday made his historic discovery that the
plane of polarisation of a beam of light, on passing
through a slab of glass, could be rotated by the
application of a magnetic field. This experiment
proved that every beam of light has a minute
magnetic – and also a minute electrical – component.
This is the so called Faraday effect in magneto-optics.
(With its aid, one may nowadays construct ultra-fast
switches in electronic circuitry involving light
beams).
A few weeks after he made this discovery, he
despatched to the Royal Society a paper entitled “On
the Magnetisation of Light and the Illumination of
Magnetic Lines of Force” which began with a
sentence of Chekhovian timelessness: “I have long
held an opinion, almost amounting to conviction, in
common, I believe, with many other lovers of natural
knowledge, that the various forms under which the
forces of matter are made manifest have one common
origin; or, in other words, are so directly related and
mutually dependent, that they are convertible, as it
were, one into another, and possess equivalents of
power in their action…”.
Here is a reflection of his religious conviction. He
read the book of Nature written by the finger of God,
alongside the direct word of God, the Bible. I
mentioned earlier that Faraday could legitimately be
regarded as the father of electro-chemistry. The laws
of electrolysis discovered by him in 1833 are among
the most accurate in the whole of the physical
sciences, and they enable the unit of change to be
quantitatively defined. The principle of electromagnetic induction, which he discovered in 1831,
prompted him shortly thereafter to enquire whether –
and indeed to demonstrate that – all the various forms
of electricity, irrespective of their mode of generation
(by 4 induction, by a Voltaic pile, via “Franklinic
friction”, or by an electric eel) are identical. The
quantity of electricity required to liberate one gram
equivalent in electrolysis is known as the Faraday. No
other scientist has two fundamental units named after
him.
Magneto-chemistry is another major subject
discovered by him in 1845. He had earlier built the
most powerful magnet in the world; he soon found
out that apart from ferromagnetism (exhibited by iron
and cobalt), all substances are either attracted into, or
are repelled by, a magnetic field. In a frenetic twoVolume 108 • 2014
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month period, Faraday tested the magnetic properties
of all the chemicals and materials that he could lay
his hands on – not just iron but bismuth, iodine, lead,
wood, meat, vegetables and gases such as nitrogen
and oxygen. He found that nitrogen was repelled by
a magnet, whereas oxygen was attracted. The former
is said to be diamagnetic and the latter paramagnetic,
two terms coined by Faraday. Faraday also reported
the paramagnetism of haemoglobin.
In 1836 Faraday carried out his famous “cage”
experiment, when he built a 12’ x 12’ x 12’ metallic
structure covered in fine (conducting) wire mesh, one
side of which had a door through which he could
step inside. With the cage insulated from earth, it was
charged, via an external machine (a forerunner of the
Wimshurst machine), to a potential of approximately
150,000 volts. This caused large sparks and flashes,
like artificial lightning, at the outside of the cage. But
Faraday, holding a sensitive electrometer, was
unperturbed and unaffected by this fierce electrical
activity. This demonstrated, in a daring fashion, that
an electrified body carries its charge on the outside
surface, a fact that is salutary and reassuring to
remember when we fly as passengers in a jet aircraft
through storms and lightning.

deep mysteries carried him, and members of his
audience, to the brink of ecstasy.
Michael Faraday took pains to make room in his
lecture programme of Friday Evening Discourses for
men of letters to elaborate upon their expertise in
fields far removed from pure and applied science.
Most of the talks and courses given at the RI in
Faraday’s days were, however, biased towards
science, (or natural philosophy as it was then called)
technology and practical considerations including
the construction of tunnels and bridges as well as
recent excavations by archaeologists and advances in
astronomy (see overleaf Tables 1 & 2).
In pondering the life and work of Faraday, it is fitting
to recall Ben Johnson’s description of Shakespeare:
“He was not of an age, but for all time.”

In 1826, Faraday started two educational initiatives
that are still flourishing. The first was the Christmas
Lectures for the schoolchildren of London and the
environs. They instantly became triumphant
successes, not least because Faraday himself gave
them nineteen times. Sir George Porter, my
predecessor as director of the RI, gave them twice, as
did his predecessor, Sir Lawrence Bragg. I gave them
once in 1987 (televised nationally in 1988 by the
BBC) on “Crystals”. Many distinguished popularisers
of science, including Sir David Attenborough, Carl
Sagan and Sir Frank Whittle have given these
Christmas Lectures. The other initiative started in
1826 was the Friday Evening Discourses, given every
year from early Autumn to late Spring. These popular
lectures, intended for non-expert lay folk, were an
instant success, again largely because Faraday set the
tone (and range of topics discussed) – wherever
possible with practical demonstrations or exhibits –
during the space of one hour on a Friday evening in
the theatre of the RI. In these discourses, Faraday
performed brilliantly. His irresistible eloquence and
compelling enthusiasm as he expatiated on the
beauty of nature and when he lifted the veil from its
Volume 108 • 2014
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Date

Speaker

Topic

09/05/1834

John Dalton

On the Atomic Theory of Vapours

10/02/1843

Sir William R Grove

The Gaseous Voltaic Pile

04/02/1848

Sir Charles Lyell

The Age of the Volcanoes of Auvergne as Determined by the
Remains of Successive Groups of Land-Quadrupeds

02/05/1851

Sir George Biddell Airy

On the Total Solar Eclipse of July 28 1851

30/05/1851

Sir Henry Creswicke Rawlinson

A Few Words on Babylon and Nineveh

24/02/1854

Henry Bence Jones

On the Acidity, Sweetness and Strength of Different Wines

15/06/1855

Sir Henry Creswicke Rawlinson

On the Results of the Excavations in Assyria and Babylonia

30/01/1857

Rev Frederick Denison Maurice

Milton Considered As A Schoolmaster

04/02/1859

Sir Richard Owen

On the Gorilla

12/04/1861

Hermann von Helmholtz

On the Application of the Law of the Conservation of Force to
Organic Matter

19/04/1861

John Ruskin

On Tree Twigs

17/05/1861

James Clerk Maxwell

On the Theory of Three Primary Colours

Table 1: A Selection of the Friday Evening Discourses Arranged by Michael Faraday

Date

Topic

January 1836

Silicified Plants and Fossils

February 1836

The Magnetism of Metals as a General Character

April 1836

Plumbago and the Manufacture of Pencils from It

June 1837

Early Arts: The Bow and Arrow

February 1838

The Atmosphere of This and Other Planets

April 1842

Conduction of Electricity in Lightning Bolts

January 1846

Magnetism and Light

June 1848

Conversion of Diamond into Coke

April 1851

On Atmospheric Magnetism

June 1852

On the Physical Lines of Magnetic Force

March 1860

On Lighthouse Illumination – the Electric Light

February 1861

On Platinum
Table 2: A Selection of the Friday Evening Discourses Given by Michael Faraday
in the Period 1836-1861
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THE BIRD ATLAS 2007-2011
Miss Dawn Balmer
Atlas Coordinator
British Trust for Ornithology
Lecture delivered on 3rd March 2014
Joint Lecture with the Natural History Section
It has been almost thirty years since the publication of the Atlas of Wintering Birds and more than twenty and
forty years since the first and second breeding atlases. During that time there have been some large changes
in our bird populations, along with changes in their distributions. In 2004, the British Trust for Ornithology
(BTO), in partnership with BirdWatch Ireland and the Scottish Ornithologists’ Club (SOC) started making
plans for the next atlas. Fieldwork started on 1 November 2007; four winters and four breeding seasons of
fieldwork followed.
Bird Atlas 2007–11 was a massive volunteer effort, with visits
made to every 10-km square in Britain and Ireland in both
winter and the breeding season. Expeditions by teams of
volunteers were made to cover remote highlands and islands,
especially in winter when access can be difficult. There were
two complementary methods which we called Roving
Records (casual records) and Timed Tetrad Visits (timed
counts). Records were contributed directly to the Atlas from
over 17,000 volunteers, and taking into account records
taken from other sources we estimate that over 40,000
birdwatchers contributed to the Atlas.
Following the completion of the fieldwork in late
summer 2011, our Regional Organisers and teams of
local experts worked tirelessly to check all 20 million
records submitted to the Atlas. This was an enormous
task and certainly one of the most challenging aspects
of the Atlas and it took until the middle of 2012
before all the records were validated.
Bird Atlas 2007–11 was published in November 2013
and has over 700 pages, 1300 maps and accounts for
296 species. There are introductory chapters on
methods, data collection and analysis, coverage and
effort and a summary of the pattern of change in the
British and Irish avifaunas over a 40-year period.
There are many surprising stories. This book redraws
the distributions for all of the species that use these
islands in the breeding and wintering seasons.
A few quick statistics. The top five range expansions
in Britain over the last 40 years are for Cetti’s Warbler
(+6,783%), Mediterranean Gull (+6,500%), Ringnecked Parakeet (+4,400%), Red Kite (+1,971%) and
Avocet (1,663%). The top five species showing the
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greatest range contractions in Britain over the last 40
years are Red-backed Shrike (-88%), Cirl Bunting (84%), Hawfinch (-76%), Wryneck (-73%) and
Capercaillie (-73%).
Further contraction of the breeding ranges of
Redshank, Curlew, Lapwing and Snipe is one of the
important conservation messages coming out of the
Atlas and corroborates the decline in numbers
recorded through other long-term monitoring
schemes, in particular the Breeding Bird Survey in the
UK and the Countryside Bird Survey in the Republic
of Ireland. For Curlew, these losses amount to a range
contraction of 17% in Britain and 78% in Ireland
since the 1968–72 Breeding Atlas. Further work to
investigate these changes for a suite of breeding
waders and identify the causes is a high priority.
The Atlas also provides early warning signs that
changes are taking place for many other species.
Using timed count information collected in 1988–91
and 2008–11 we have been able to measure changes
in the number of tetrads a species occupies per 20km square. The results for a number of species are
striking and show a pattern of declines in abundance
in the south and east, contrasting with increases in
the north and west. This pattern is shown for House
Martin (see below), Sand Martin, Swallow, Willow
Warbler and Cuckoo. The reasons for such patterns
are unknown and we hope that Atlas data, along with
complementary data from monitoring schemes can
be used to shed light on the causes.
On the next page there are four case studies which
show the range of maps produced
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Great Spotted Woodpecker
Perhaps one of the least anticipated stories has been
the colonisation of Ireland by Great Spotted
Woodpeckers. The first proof of breeding in Northern
Ireland was in 2006, with breeding confirmed in the
Republic of Ireland in 2009 – the breeding
distribution map shows how they have colonised the
east, with some evidence of westward expansion.
Formerly a rare and irregular visitor, colonists were
assumed to originate from from Scandinavia.
However, genetic analysis of feathers obtained in
nests has shown that Britain is their true origin. There
has been further expansion in Britain too, mostly in
Scotland, but also in-filling in eastern and western
England, representing a 19% increase in range since
the 1988–91 Breeding Atlas.

Visit data reveals a striking difference in the relative
abundance of Robins in Britain and Ireland – on
average, 3.9 individuals recorded per hour in Britain
versus 6.9 in Ireland. This pattern is apparent in the
breeding season too, and for other species including
Wren, Song Thrush, Goldcrest and Bullfinch. Why
the relative abundance of these species might be
higher in Ireland is unclear, though competition and
climate could be involved. The Robin abundance
map also shows that densities are greater (the darker
areas) away from the upland areas, and that some
lowland areas such as the East Anglian Fens also have
lower densities.

Redshank

Robin
Bird Atlas data show Robins are present in 95% of the
10-km squares in Britain and 98% of those in Ireland.
Such a complete distribution gives no impression of
how common they might be. Bird Atlas Timed Tetrad
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The Atlas breeding distribution change maps are
designed to show both recent (since 1988–91
Breeding Atlas) and longer-term (since 1968–72
Breeding Atlas) changes. The Redshank map shows
that there are few places where the species has been
recorded breeding in all three breeding atlases.
Instead, there are many areas showing recent losses
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across Britain and Ireland, most prominently across
mainland Scotland, central southern England and in
western Ireland. These losses amount to a range
contraction of 43% in Britain and 55% in Ireland
since the 1968–72 Breeding Atlas. Further work to
investigate these changes for a suite of breeding
waders and identify the causes is a high priority.

House Martin
Before a species disappears from a 10-km square
there are early warning signs that changes are taking
place. Using the Timed Tetrad Visit information
collected in the 1988–91 Breeding Atlas and Bird
Atlas 2007–11 we have been able to measure
changes in the number of tetrads a species occupies
per 20-km square. The results for a number of species
are striking and show a pattern of declines in
abundance in the south and east, contrasting with
increases in the north and west. The map here for
House Martin illustrates this pattern well, but similar
patterns can be seen amongst other species, for
example Sand Martin, Swallow, Willow Warbler and
Cuckoo. The reasons for such patterns are unknown
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and we hope that Atlas data, along with
complementary data from monitoring schemes can
be used to shed light on the causes.

Bird Atlas 2007–11 is not just a stock-take of the birds
of Britain & Ireland. The partners – BTO, BirdWatch
Ireland and SOC – and contributors are keen to see
the detailed information used. How much of the
changes are explained by climate, and not just for
obvious species such as the northwards-marching
Nuthatch; why are so many species disappearing
from the south-east and faring better in Scotland;
have we arrested the declines in farmland species
and how perilous is the plight of upland waders? This
book, and the research that will follow, will help to
inform our wild bird conservation for the next twenty
years and beyond.
For further information about the Bird Atlas and
research plans visit http://www.bto.org/volunteersurveys/birdatlas/ongoing-research/beyond-the-maps
Maps from all atlases are now available online at
www.bto.org/mapstore
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THE LONG HISTORY OF THE HAPPINESS AGENDA
Dr Rhodri Hayward FRHistS
Director of the Centre for the History of the Emotions
Queen Mary University of London
Lecture delivered on 17th March 2014
One of the most interesting, and for some dispiriting, political developments of the last decade has been the
emergence of what is called ‘the happiness agenda’. Promoted by both left and right wing parties, the new
programme sets out to replace the familiar economic criteria - unemployment levels, balance of trade etc. that have traditionally been used to benchmark political interventions with a more holistic set of measures.
As Tony Blair noted in his introduction to the 1999 DEFRA white paper, A Better Quality of Life: “Money isn’t
everything. But in the past governments have seemed to forget this.” Similarly David Cameron in 2006,
argued that any future government should concentrate ‘‘not just what is good for putting money in people’s
pockets but what is good for putting joy in people’s hearts’.

To a small extent both Labour and Tory governments
have engaged in broad schemes of psychological
welfare. In 1998, £540 million was invested in the
Sure-Start programme - a system of coordinated
support in the early years of life that was designed to
increase resilience and well-being across the
population. Almost ten years later, this was followed
by the SEAL (‘social and emotional aspects of
learning’) programme, designed to encourage the
development of psychological skills such as empathy
and anger management among Britain’s primary
school children.
Although the Coalition government drastically
reduced the funding available for these early years
interventions, it still, apparently, remained committed
to the underlying principles of the happiness agenda.
Funding continued for the IAPT programme.
(Improving Access to Psychological Theories). This is
an NHS programme approved by NICE and promoted
across England for treating depressive and anxiety
disorders and can be accessed by trainees, trainers
and service teams; its second phase (2011) promoted
Talking Therapies which were directed at children
and young people and patients with long-term
physically debilitating conditions. IAPT was intended
to provide easy access to short term psychological
therapies which became increasingly implicated in
the new wave of welfare to work schemes. (The
government’s welfare-to-work schemes which have
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attracted most attention are the work experience
schemes for young people who are unemployed.
Critics claim these people are being forced to work
for nothing or lose their benefits, and some of the
companies involved are having second thoughts
because they do not want to be accused of using
“slave labour”. At the same time there was a renewed
commitment to benchmarking such interventions,
with the launch in November 2010 of a series of
quarterly surveys of the nation’s subjective wellbeing
by
the
Office
of
National
Statistics.
At one level, Blair and Cameron’s claims can be
located in a long tradition that has held up the pursuit
of happiness as the goal of government. Such
statements were of course a staple of stoic and
eudaemonist (Aristotelian) philosophy and were
reanimated in the enlightenment writings of
Benjamin Franklin and George Washington and the
utilitarian ideas of James Mill and John Stuart Mill.
(James Mill was a founder of classical economics,
together with David Ricardo, and the father of John
Stuart Mill. In their current incarnation, these claims
rest upon a rather different set of assumptions.
Against the broad commitment to happiness as a
moral good that animated classical philosophy,
today’s schemes are animated by a belief that inner
emotion can be objectively measured and used to
provide a metric for economic and political
calculations. Implicit within this belief is an
evolutionary model of emotion as a hard-wired
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biological response to environmental stimuli.
Emotion is no longer understood as an abstract ideal
or, as some philosophers might argue, a cultural label
that is simply affixed to aspects of our inner life.
Instead, these emotions are seen as universal
phenomena that remain consistent across time and
between cultures.
This model of emotion as an inherited biological
response was first outlined by Darwin in his Descent
of Man (1871) and developed in greater detail in The
Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals in
1872. Darwin argued that emotions could be seen as
the vestigial reactions - a rehearsal of primitive
routines that had been developed in response to
specific threats or to accomplish certain goals. Thus
the tensed shoulders, clenched fists and frowning face
exhibited in anger could be seen as the reenactment
of the moves and gestures an individual employed
when going to fight. Darwin’s evolutionary thesis
transformed the understanding of emotion. Whereas
earlier commentators understood passion and
emotion as a divine endowment which allowed
individuals to communicate their inner feelings,
Darwin understood emotion as a form of
reminiscence: a mumming rehearsal of ancestral
strategies developed to deal with the demands of
primitive life.
Although Darwin worked hard to undermine the
commonplace idea that emotions served as a kind of
divinely ordained means of expression, this old
insistence on their symbolic value soon returned as
the medical profession gradually took up his theories.
During the First World War, the American clinicians,
Walter Cannon and George Crile argued that surgical
shock and other morbid conditions could be seen as
the pathological consequences of inherited
responses. Although emotional reactions such as fear
might have served our forefathers well in preparing
them for fight or flight, such reactions often sat
unhappily amid the demands of modern life.
Twentieth-century individuals, they argued, lived in a
condition of ‘auto-captivity’ and they could not
physically fight nor flee their problems. The emotions
called up and the hormones mobilised had no
obvious outlet and instead generated a whole series
of pathological effects from peptic ulcers and adrenal
lesions though to eczema and infertility. In the 1920s
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and 1930s, a vast number of conditions began to be
seen as examples of psychosomatic illness produced
across the population as primitive feelings were
frustrated by contemporary life.
These psychosomatic theories were being developed
at the same time as the first tentative steps were taken
toward the creation of a welfare state. The passing of
the Workmen’s Compensation Acts of 1897 and 1906
and the National Insurance Act of 1911 generated a
vast paper trail of sickness claims and morbidity
records. It was a paper trail which, when combined
with the new theories of psychosomatic medicine,
could be seen as making visible the emotional health
of the population. Rates of illnesses such as peptic
ulcer could now be read as an index of the
population’s fear or frustration. Progressive doctors
such as the Scottish national insurance investigator,
James L. Halliday, were able to use the
epidemiological evidence made available in sickness
returns to argue that the British population had
undergone a ‘psychosomatic transition’. Old
conditions such as hysteria, he claimed, were being
replaced by stress-related conditions such as ulcer or
asthma as the country moved from an era of Victorian
sexual frustration to the state of collective insecurity
made manifest in the interwar age of anxiety. In
1938, Stephen Taylor, a young socialist psychiatrist,
could claim that modern life was generating new
forms of illness. Drawing upon his experiences of
outpatient work in North London, he claimed to have
identified an emergent condition – suburban neurosis
– among newlywed housewives in the capital’s
commuter estates. (Taylor,S. The Lancet, Volume 231,
Issue 5978, Pages 759 - 762, 26 March 1938). A
mixture of loneliness (which thwarted the herd
instinct), sexual frustration and economic insecurity
(with its attendant anxiety) worked together to create
a new species of environmental psychiatric illness.
The
languages
of
psychopathology
and
psychosomatic medicine did not simply provide new
ways of describing and assessing the political
landscape – they transformed it. At the time of the
Coronation in May 1937, a long standing dispute over
the working conditions of London bus drivers and
conductors spilled over into a month-long strike. The
busmen claimed that the speeds at which they were
forced to drive and the intensity of the schedule they
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had to maintain led to a new illness – busman’s
stomach – that was wrecking their health. When the
government attempted to the resolve the dispute by
holding an Industrial Court of Inquiry, the competing
claims of the busmen – as represented by Ernest
Bevin of the Transport and General Workers’ Union
and the London Passenger Transport Board
(represented by Lord Ashfield and his managing
officer, Frank Pick) turned into an epidemiological
argument over whether this gastric condition actually
existed. As is the case with many committees, the
question was not resolved but was instead passed to
other committees which ran until the outbreak of war
in 1939. This lack of resolution should not diminish
the significance of the political transformation that
was taking place. Whereas previous industrial
disputes had been resolved through reference to
custom or rights, modern claims for the first time
rested on physiological concepts (such as stress) and
the epidemiological evidence furnished in company
sickness returns.

Both the pursuit of serenity that characterised the
middle decades of the twentieth century – and the
wellbeing agenda being pursued today demonstrate a
more complex form of politics than might previously
have been imagined. Ideas of rights and duties are
bound up with physiological theories, biochemical
assays and statistical and epidemiological techniques
demanding a range of skills that encompasses the
sciences and the humanities. Seen in this light,
organisations such as the Leicester Lit and Phil
become increasingly necessary as critical
engagement in politics requires an ever broader field
of knowledge.

This new form of politics took hold during the Second
World War. Civilian morale and the possibility of
mass psychiatric breakdown became a matter of
acute governmental concern as Britain faced the
threat of the Blitz. Stephen Taylor, who had coined
the suburban neuroses, was co-opted to the Ministry
of Information where he was tasked with surveying
the population’s psychological state. A whole host of
investigative methods were devised, from counting
visits to general practitioners to informal surveys of
neighbourhood cheerfulness carried out by air raid
wardens. This work placed assessments of feeling at
the centre of policy in a move that would become
central to the Labour Party programme after 1945.
The ‘pursuit of serenity’ outlined by Nye Bevan in In
Place of Fear (1952) could only be achieved through
a process of political planning which sought to
remove the insecurities and anxieties faced by
modern women and men. The programme could be
seen everywhere from the provision of support in the
early years to the design of the new towns such as
Milton Keynes and Harlow.
Although this
programme appears to offer a striking anticipation of
the current wellbeing agenda, it is also worth noting
how the early work of the Welfare State was
concerned with the problem of anxiety, while
contemporary work on wellbeing focuses upon
depression.
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“Life, death and resurrection in the late Palaeozoic”
The 55th Annual Bennett Lecture
Professor Jennifer A Clack FRS
Professor and Curator of Vertebrate Palaeontology
University Museum of Zoology, Cambridge
Lecture delivered on 17th March 2014
Abstract
The origin of tetrapods with limbs and digits is now fairly well represented by fossils from the Late Devonian of
360 mya. Of the three taxa for which articulated skeletal material exists, all have multi-digited limbs and show
a range of primitive and fish-like characters. At the end of the Devonian, a mass extinction wiped out many
vertebrate groups, resulting in a faunal turnover. The following 15-20 million years however are represented by
very few fossils. When abundant tetrapod fossils are next found, in the late Early Carboniferous, they were
modern in aspect, had pentadactyl limbs, and filled a wide range of ecological niches. The period immediately
following the end of the Devonian is now beginning to be understood, as a result of new finds in newly
recognised localities in southern Scotland and northern England. These will help us piece together the causes
and consequences of the mass extinction, how terrestrial life was re-established, and how essentially modern
ecosystems were built.
Professor Clack also gave this Society’s joint lecture with the Geology Section in 2013 using the title
POPULATING ROMER’S GAP REBUILDING TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS AFTER THE END-DEVONIAN MASS
EXTINCTION
which included some of the work included in the Bennett Lecture. Last year’s lecture to the Literary and
Philosophical Society can be found in the Transactions—— Trans 107, 2013, p10.
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THE PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT
Presented at the Annual General Meeting on 28th April 2014
I was recently reading the late C19 Spanish novel The
House of Ulloa published last year as a Penguin
Classic. At the end of the novel, the central character,
a holy but unworldly priest returns to the small
Galician town where most of the action is set after an
enforced 10-year absence and he reflects on the
changes that have taken place while he has been
away. One is quite striking: the post office, the author
writes, is no longer the only place where politics are
debated, for a literary and scientific society has been
established, for study and leisure (or so it says in the
rules).
Well we don’t discuss politics and we are not told
what other activities may have gone on in our
Spanish offshoot within or outside the rules, but it did
bring home to me that our Society is part of a wider
national and international movement. One of our
speakers once described us as a surviving example of
the Enlightenment. I am very proud of that and it is
something which we should proudly take forward to
succeeding generations of members.
Our first guest this season was Philip Shaw who
explored the combination of art and science in the
military art of Charles Bell. With a typical Lit and Phil
change of gear from the particular to the great issues
of the universe, Anu Ojha then gave us a lesson in
critical thinking related to conspiracy theories about
the moon landings.
Ben Parsons’ exploration of the world of the C15 and
C16 schoolmaster reminded us that teaching was
ever a thankless task and sometimes a dangerous
one. Perhaps not as dangerous, however as the
subject of our next lecture, the Secret History of the
Cuban Missile Crisis given by Christopher Andrew
which reminded us that those of us who survived the
year of 1962 might well not have done.
The President’s address had explored the notion of
significance in the analysis of the historic
environment and Nick Molyneux began our 2014
programme with a forensic examination of the
significance of one building: Shakespeare’s
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Birthplace in Stratford-upon-Avon. Once again the
focus then shifted to the vastness of geological time
with Richard Fortey’s lecture on Living Fossils, our
collaboration with the Geology Section.
Leicester Mercury chose John Adler, the Chief
Executive of the Leicester NHS Trust as the speaker
for the paper’s annual partnership with the Society.
Mr Adler gave us a salutary reminder that the often
negative image of the NHS in the media takes no
account of overwhelming success in improving
health outcomes. His lecture provoked the longest
and liveliest question session of the season.
Sir John Meurig Thomas’s lecture on Michael Faraday
was exemplary in its clarity and interest and not least
for the charm and modesty of the distinguished
speaker. Dawn Balmer, in our partnership with the
Natural History section, then introduced the massive
Bird Atlas and charted the winners and losers in
changing British bird populations.
Finally Rhodri Howard rounded off the programme
with his examination of the long history of the
happiness agenda, an excellent end to the season
despite a not altogether flattering reference to my
beloved home town.
Although this was not truly the end of the programme
as we still have a recital by Chloe Wilson Thomas and
Gwion Thomas to look forward to after this meeting.
The presidential role has given me an insight into the
work of our two sections: Geology and Natural
History through the partnership lectures: respectively
by Richard Fortey and Dawn Balmer and through
making up the announcements that begin our
meetings. Other lectures have also been sponsored
by the University of Leicester, the British Science
Association, De Montfort University, the Leicester
Mercury (as I have mentioned), and the Royal Society
of Chemistry. As well as reinforcing our links with
these bodies sponsorship takes the practical form of
financial contributions to the cost of staging the
lectures: we are very grateful.
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We owe our particular gratitude to De Montfort
University who came forward readily in 2012 and
again last year to offer us the free use of these superb
facilities. It is no exaggeration to say that DMU has
enabled us to offer you a programme this season and
last and thus to survive as a society. We are very
grateful indeed to the Vice Chancellor and staff,
perhaps particularly to Holli Norton who manages
our sessions here each evening. I am pleased to put
our sincere thanks to De Montfort University on
record.
Our activities have not been confined to the lecture
programme. Anu Ojha gave an extremely successful
schools lecture at Lancaster School in January: thanks
to Philip Hammersley, Ann Fuchs and Hilary Lewis
for organising that event. Encouraged by the success
of the schools lecture we are in the process of
identifying a school and speaker for another event
and we hope to tell you more about this in the new
season.
Recently the City Council has asked us to be a
community partner for a bid to the Heritage Lottery
Fund for a project to explore the impact of rugby in
the city, timed to coincide with the Rugby World Cup
in autumn 2015. Discussions are at an early stage but
again we hope to tell you more in the new season.
We also made awards in 2013 to two students for
final year undergraduate work in English. Our
winners were Kelly-Marie Nash of De Montfort
University and Alexander Phillimore of the University
of Leicester. [Transactions 2013-ed]
It is my pleasure to thank Council members and
officers for their work this season, work which
ensures that we have a programme for you to enjoy.

Michael Kirk keeps our finances in order with
expertise and prudence.
This year Craig Vear of De Montfort University has
rebuilt out website, tackling many fearsome sounding
IT complications along the way. If you are not a
regular user then do have a look at the website.
Ann Fuchs has also helped to spread our message
through her work as Publicity Secretary.
Thank you to all those people I have mentioned who
keep the Society progressing into what will be our
one-hundred and eightieth season in the autumn. But
thanks also to you the members for your attendance,
participation and support. It truly has been a privilege
to be your President over the season.
Kanti Chhapi looked forward last year to returning to
New Walk Museum. Well it wasn’t to be but we have
seen the lecture room in the past week: there is still
work going on but it is nearing completion and we
are as sure as we can be that when we meet again on
6 October it will be back in our traditional home at
the Museum.
And to preside we will have a new President. I am
delighted that Mrs Ann Fuchs has accepted the office
of President for the 2014-2015 season. Ann has been
a superb Council member and Publicity Secretary
and I am greatly looking forward to her season as
President. Ann will have my enthusiastic support and
I know that, in that, I am speaking for my fellow
Officers, Council and Society members. So we’ll
meet again at New Walk Museum on 6 October for
Ann’s Presidential Address. In the meantime have a
wonderful summer.

David and Joan Beeson maintain our membership
records and provide a friendly greeting at meetings. If
you are thinking you might like to join Council I
should tell you that Joan also bakes wonderful cakes
and biscuits to sustain us though our long meetings.
Hilary and Geoffrey Lewis, as programme secretaries,
tirelessly organise the lecture programme and thus
the core of the society’s activities.
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LEICESTER LITERARY & PHILOPSOPHICAL SOCIETY
2013 - 2014
7th October 2013
PLACE AND WHY IT MATTERS
President’s Address
Open meeting to be followed by a social gathering.
The Lord Mayor will be present
21st October 2013
SUFFERING AND SENTIMENT IN ROMANTIC
MILITARY ART: CHARLES BELL AND THE BATTLE OF
WATERLOO
Professor Philip Shaw
Professor of Romantic Studies School of English
University of Leicester
Sponsored by the University of Leicester
4th November 2013
THE SECRET RULERS OF THE WORLD – THE
APOLLO MOON LANDINGS CONSIRACY THEORIES
AND CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS
Mr Anu Ojha Director of the National Space Academy
Sponsored by the British Science Association
18th November 2013
THAT WHICH STAINS A NEW POT:
SCHOOLMASTERS ON TRIAL IN THE FIFTEENTH
AND SIXTEENTH CENTURIES
Dr Ben Parsons
Teaching Fellow in English University of Leicester
2nd December 2013
THE MOST DANGEROUS MOMENT IN BRITISH
HISTORY: THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE CUBAN
MISSILE CRISIS
Professor Christopher Andrew
Professor of Modern and Contemporary History
University of Cambridge
6th January 2014
THE MAKING OF AN ICON: THE HISTORY OF
SHAKESPEARE’S BIRTHPLACE
Mr Nicholas Molyneux
Principal Inspector of Historic Buildings and Areas
English Heritage
Sponsored by De Montfort University
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20th January 2014
LIVING FOSSILS
Professor Richard Fortey FRS
Paleontologist Writer and Television Presenter
Department of Earth Sciences Natural History Museum
Joint Lecture with the Geology Section
3rd February 2014
THE MEDIA AND THE NHS: A MIRROR OR A
MICROSCOPE
Mr John Adler
Chief Executive University Hospitals of Leicester
NHS Trust
Sponsored by Leicester Mercury
17th February 2014
THE GENIUS OF MICHAEL FARADAY
Professor Sir John Meurig Thomas FRS
Honorary Professor of Materials Science of Chemistry
University of Cambridge and
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry Davy Faraday
Research Laboratory Royal Institution of Great Britain
Sponsored by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3rd March 2014
THE BIRD ATLAS
Miss Dawn Balmer
Atlas Coordinator
British Trust for Ornithology
Joint Lecture with the Natural History Section
17th March 2014
THE LONG HISTORY OF THE HAPPINESS AGENDA
Dr Rhodri Hayward
Director of Graduate Studies School of History
Queen Mary College University of London
28th April 2014
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (NB 7 pm start)
Followed by a Song Recital given by Chloe Willson
Thomas (Soprano) and Gwion Thomas (Baritone)
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LEICESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSPHICAL SOCIETY
ANNUAL STUDENT AWARDS 2014
De Montfort University Prize is awarded
to the best overall graduating student of
English and went this year to Miss Jade
Sloper
Jade Sloper gained excellent first class marks across
her final year. She wrote a dissertation entitled
‘Transcending Consciousness: Investigating the Use
of Contemporary Literature in Accessing the
Experience of Mental Illness’. She also did some
really excellent work for modules on Modernism and
‘Text Technologies’.
Professor Philip Cox commented:
“Jade’s tutors note that she consistently produced
distinctive work of high quality and that It was a
pleasure to teach a student with such genuine
intellectual curiosity and commitment... In her final
year, this excellence was particularly seen in her
work on Contemporary Poetry and in her
Dissertation. In the poetry module, she produced an
original anthology of performance poems about
Contemporary Britain which, in its choice of poems
and her own critical introduction, was both creative
and thought-provoking.
Her Dissertation, on the way that literature can enrich
and challenge our understandings of mental
disorders, was described by her tutors as ‘sensitive,
sophisticated and original’. It critically examined the
ability of literature to capture the experience of those
suffering from mental illness.
It focused on
contemporary literature, examining novels that place
the mentally ill other at the centre of the narrative,
and assessed the extent to which these
representations are able to subvert stereotypes of
mental illness, offering a more sympathetic portrayal.
Texts written about included Matthew Quick’s the
Silver Linings Playbook, Mark Haddon’s The Curious
Case of the Dog in the Night Time and Ian McEwan’s
Enduring Love.”
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The University of Leicester Prize is
awarded to the author of the best final
year essay in the School of English . The
2014 Prize was awarded to Mr. Richard
Fallon
A summary of the winning essay is presented below:

Sherlock Holmes and the British Empire
The Sherlock Holmes stories have increasingly been
valued for what they can tell us about contemporary
perceptions of the British Empire. Broadly divisible
into ‘city’ and ‘country’ stories, it is through the latter
that Arthur Conan Doyle frequently returns to violent
themes and narratives that reveal great insecurities
about British identity, masculinity, and even
humanity. This essay looks at the striking similarities
between Sherlock Holmes’s three most disturbing
countryside cases: ‘The Adventure of the Speckled
Band’, The Hound of the Baskervilles, and ‘The
Adventure of the Devil’s Foot’. Each text explicitly
associates the foreign with the bestial, the unnatural,
and the degenerate, and in each Conan Doyle shows
great suspicion of those who have returned from the
colonies to the United Kingdom. He turns the British
countryside into a microcosm of the world, one in
which the country house represents a bastion of
virtue that must not only be protected from invasion,
but also be purged of its decadence to ensure the
race’s virility. Conan Doyle pits Sherlock Holmes
against these forces as the paragon of untainted
British values and in the process attempts to address
Victorian and Edwardian anxiety about the stability of
an empire so reliant on foreign cooperation.
Ambiguities inevitably remain and it is these
dilemmas that stay with us despite the author’s
attempts to conclude his stories neatly and
satisfactorily. The country stories, and these three in
particular, always hold something more vital at stake
than the bemusing puzzles we may associate with
Sherlock Holmes.
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GEOLOGY SECTION ANNUAL REPORT 2013-14
Officers and Committee 2013-2014
Honorary Life President to Jan 2014:
Dr Bob King
Honorary Life President from Jan 2014;
Dr Trevor D. Ford O.B.E
Honorary Life Vice-President to Jan 2014:
Dr Trevor D. Ford O.B.E
Honorary Life Vice-President from Jan 2014:
Dr Roy Clements
Chairman:
Dr Joanne E. Norris
Vice-Chairman:
Dr Mark Evans
Secretary:
Fiona Barnaby
Treasurer:
Roger Latham
Field Secretary:
Robert Tripp
Publicity Officer:
Dr Albert Benghiat
‘Charnia’ Editor:
Andrew Swift
Webmaster:
David Hayward
Student Representative:
Chris Stocker (resigned)/ Peter Sayce
Committee Members: Dr Carys Bennett
Gillian Graham
John Martin
Co-opted Committee Member:
Dennis Gamble
Parent Body Council Representatives:
Dr Joanne E. Norris and Dennis Gamble

Chairman’s Report, Annual General
Meeting, 26th March 2014
Dr Joanne E. Norris, Geology Section Chairman
2013-14
The 2013-14 season saw a few changes to the
committee with the election of Dr Trevor Ford to
Honorary Life President and Dr Roy Clements to
Honorary Life Vice President. It was an honour to
oversee the elections of these two stalwarts although
this has to be counteracted by the loss of Dr Bob
King. Other changes to the committee saw a new
Field Secretary and two new committee members
take up post.
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The summer field programme started in May 2013
but due to a number of extraneous reasons continued
through until March 2014. We visited a number of
local localities including Barrow Gypsum mine,
which by all accounts is a must see place to visit. The
weekend field excursion to the Vale of Wardour was
blessed with sun, excellent geology and a very
informative leader in John Needham. See the Field
Secretary’s report below, for a full round up of events.
The winter programme continues to thrive with its
mix of themed lectures from soil mapping to nuclear
waste disposal, and water resources to volcanic
eruptions. We were honoured to host Professor
Richard Fortey for our annual joint lecture with the
Parent Body, which was again held at De Montfort
University. Professor Fortey enlightened us for the
evening about living fossils or history’s survivors.
Special thanks go to Andrew Swift (Section C in
2013), Roger Latham (photographic quiz) and Dennis
Gamble (ammonites) for providing the entertainment
at the Christmas meeting and to Dr Roy Clements (the
geology/geomorphology of Dingley), Dr Frank Ince
(Patent Victoria Stone), Bruce Waters (Water
resources), Bruce Smith (Geology of Bhutan) and
Graham Cheesman (Fieldwork in Greenland) for each
of their talks at the Member’s evening in February and
again to Dennis for his exhibits of finds from
temporary road exposures. Both evenings were wellsupported and enjoyable events. Thank you to Dr
Mark Evans for ensuring these events can still be
hosted at the Museum. Average attendance this year
was 50, up by four on last year, which is a great result
and reflects the quality and attractiveness of our
programme.
The Saturday Seminar, ably convened by Andrew
Swift and assisted by Dr Mark Evans, John Martin, Dr
Albert Benghiat and myself, took us to some of the
classic British tourist geological hotspots, a theme
possibly not attractive to many as there may be an air
of ‘we all know about the geology at these places’.
However those that did not attend certainly missed
what was one of the best Saturday seminars we’ve
had, with all six speakers entertaining and diverting
us with their local knowledge and experience. Our
weekend field excursions for the next six years are
definitely mapped out!
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Section membership for 2013-14 consists of 66 single
members, 23 joint / family members, no student and
2 life members, a grand total of 114. Numbers have
dropped slightly from last year, which is somewhat
disappointing but may reflect the current difficult
financial times we have experienced over the last few
years.
Our Charnia newsletter is still full of interest and the
new colour glossy reproduction makes it a much
more enjoyable read. We’ve had a few issues with the
website over the last year, but hopefully these are
now behind us and we can move the site forward
over the next few months. The new donations scheme
for refreshments is proving to be a successful venture
as are Roger Latham’s sales of his surplus popular
geology and text books.
Last year, we were sending 90th birthday wishes to
Bob King, and only six months later we were sending
condolences to his family, when he passed away
peacefully on 25th September 2013. Bob had been a
member of the Section since the 1950s and Life
President for many years. We also report the sad loss
of Section Member Professor Richard Aldridge who
died in February 2014 after a long battle with cancer.

Field Secretary’s Report 2013-14
Annual General Meeting, 26th March
2014
The Field Season of 2013 was a roller coaster. To
counter the excellent outings, there were
cancellations and delays.
We started a busy May with a superb outing to Lea
Quarry in the West Midlands, led by Mike Allen.
Towards the end of the month, the winning of
Collyweston Slate was explained to us by Mr David
Ellis, a Master Slater, in Duddington Quarry, courtesy
of Mr Nick Bullimore, and later in Ryhall, where Mr
Ellis entertained us at his home workshop. At the end
of May into June, members went for an enjoyable
long weekend to the Vale of Wardour, led by John
Needham; with a visit to Oat Hill Quarry on the way,
organised and led by Andrew Swift.
Managers of the Measham Brickworks cancelled our
scheduled visit in June following a restructuring of
personnel. Unfortunately, during this time, efforts to
secure a visit to Ketton Quarry failed; as did a
rematch with Measham Brickworks.

To close, it has been my pleasure to serve you as
Chairman for the last two years, Vice Chair for the
preceding two years and Chair for the three years
before that. As I’m now spending more of my time in
counties other than Leicestershire it has become
increasing difficult to commit the time required to the
Section as is necessary, and so I leave it in the good
hands of Dr Mark Evans and the committee to
continue to provide a fulfilling and varied programme
of events. I would like to thank the officers and
committee for keeping the wheels turning and to you
all for turning out in all weathers and supporting the
Geology Section. I wish you all the success for 20142015.

Many will remember the hottest day of the year on
the 13th July. Our Members certainly do! Our leader
for a joint meeting with the Warwickshire Geological
Conservation Group, John Crossling, after taking us
through the Burton Dassett Country Park in the
morning, led us to what used to be known as the
Cross Hands Inn public house for lunch. We found
that there was no food, and worse, no ale, as the
water supply was interrupted. We then examined
and fossicked in the local SSSI, while
suffering dehydration, through the heat of the day,
before service was resumed in the late afternoon. In
thanking the WGCG, I questioned the quality of
leadership that could take us to a pub with no beer.

Dr Joanne Norris
Chairman
LLPS Geology Section
26th March 2014

Our next successful visit was to Cloud Hill Quarry,
near Breedon, led by Frank Ince, in early September.
A ramble along the Monsal Dale Trail was pushed
back from September, through October, into early
November, as our Leader Dave Wright was relocated
to pastures new. The late date probably put off many
members. It was only a small party that turned out,
but the rewards were excellent, and the view was that
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it should be repeated; hence such an outing is
tentatively programmed for April 2015.
The visit that was listed in the schedule for October,
to visit the gypsum mine at Barrow, was not viable, as
numbers of those interested far exceeded the party
size available, and dates could not be obtained
before the New Year, hence this Season got off to a
flying (or should that be a tunnelling) start with three
successful visits held during February and March
2014.
Robert Tripp
Field Secretary
26th March 2014

Tuesday 11th and 25th February and 11th March
2014.
Gypsum mine, Barrow on Soar.
Hosts: British Gypsum.
Tuesday 18th March 2014.
Cavendish Mill and Glebe mine and quarry,
Derbyshire.
Hosts: British Fluorspar.

Winter Programme 2013-2014
All held at 7.30pm in Lecture Theatre 3, Ken Edwards
Building, on the main University of Leicester campus,
except where stated.

2013
Geology Section Programme 2013-14
Field Programme 2013-14
Saturday 4th May 2013.
Lea Quarry, near Much Wenlock, Staffordshire.
Leader: Mr Mike Allen.
Tuesday 28th May 2013.
Collyweston Slate at Duddington Quarry,
Northamptonshire.
Leader: Mr Dave Ellis, Master Slater and Man of
Stones.
Friday 31st May to Sunday 2nd June 2013.
Weekend excursion to the Vale of Wardour,
Wiltshire. Leader: John Needham, Stonemason.
With visit to Oathill Quarry, Temple Guiting on
Friday 31st May.
Leaders: Mr Andrew Swift and Mr Paul Keyte,
Quarry Manager.
Saturday 13th July 2013.
Burton Dassett and Cross Hands Quarry,
Leader: Jon Crossling. Joint meeting with
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group.
Saturday 7th September 2013.
Cloud Hill Quarry, Breedon.
Leader: Dr Frank Ince.

Wednesday October 2nd
Dr Marie Edmonds (Department of Earth Sciences,
University of Cambridge). Explosive Volcanic
Eruptions: Controls on Lava Fountaining at Kilauea
Volcano, Hawaii.
Wednesday October 16th
Professor Adrian Lister (Department of
Palaeontology, Natural History Museum). The
Natural History of the Mammoth.
Wednesday October 30th
Dr Jonathan Lee (British Geological Survey,
Keyworth). Buried Valleys of East Anglia – Ancient
Rivers and Ice Sheet Drainage Networks.
Wednesday November 13th
Dr Mike P. A. Howe (British Geological Survey,
Keyworth). Laser scanning & 3D printing 563
million years of evolution: the JISC GB/3D type
fossils online project.
Wednesday November 27th
Dr Timothy Farewell (National Soil Resources
Institute, Cranfield University) and Dr Martin
Whiteley (University of Derby). The Mapping and
Understanding of Landscapes, Geology and Soils
of Bedfordshire & Cambridgeshire.
Wednesday December 11th
Christmas Meeting, New Walk Museum, Leicester.

Saturday 9th November 2013.
Monsal Dale.
Leader: Dr David Wright.
40
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2014
Wednesday January 15th
Dr Jan Zalasiewicz (Department of Geology,
University of Leicester). The Planet in a Pebble.
Monday January 20th
Parent Body Lecture, Hugh Aston Building, De
Montfort University, Leicester.
Professor Richard Fortey (Earth Sciences
Department, Natural History Museum). Living
Fossils.
Wednesday January 29th
Jonathan Paul (Department of Earth Sciences,
University of Cambridge). A History of London’s
Water Resources.
Wednesday February 12th
Members Evening, New Walk Museum, Leicester.
Wednesday February 26th
Dr Roger Close (Department of Earth Sciences,
University of Oxford). The Fall and Rise of
Dinosaurs – A Macro-evolutionary Perspective.
Saturday March 1st
Annual Saturday Seminar, University of Leicester.
What To See On Your Holidays: Highlights of
Britain’s Tourist Geology.
Wednesday March 12th
Dr Richard Shaw (British Geological Survey,
Keyworth): The Disposal of Radioactive Waste – A
Geological Perspective.
Wednesday March 26th
Annual General Meeting and Chairman’s Address
by Dr Joanne E. Norris (CH2M HILL,
Peterborough). More Tales from the Riverbank.
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WHAT TO SEE ON YOUR HOLIDAYS: HIGHLIGHTS
OF BRITAIN’S TOURIST GEOLOGY
ANNUAL SATURDAY SEMINAR
Presented by the Geology Section of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society
Saturday March 1st 2014
Ken Edwards Building University of Leicester
Programme and Abstracts

4.00 – 4.40

PROGRAMME

‘Two facts about Scarborough’s
coastline – ‘The UK’s finest resort’
& ‘The finest spot in the world for
a geologist to visit’’
Dr Will Watts, Director,
Hidden Horizons,
Scarborough
General questions and closing
remarks
Reception

9.40 – 10.00

Assemble

10.00 – 10.15

Introduction - Andrew Swift,
Convenor

10.15 – 10.55

‘The Isle of Sheppey: geology and
landscape change’

4.45 – 5.00

Dr Chris Young,
Canterbury Christchurch University

5.00

11.00 – 11.30

Morning break

11.30 – 12.10

‘Pembrokeshire tuffs, trilobites
and tuning forks’

The Isle of Sheppey: geology and
landscape change

Dr Cindy Howells,
National Museum of Wales, Cardiff
12.15 – 12.55

‘The Jurassic coast: 185 my in 95
miles of coastline’
Dr Richard Edmonds,
Earth Sciences Manager,
Dorset County Council

1.00 – 2.00
2.00 – 2.40

2.45 – 3.25

3.30 – 4.00
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Lunch
‘Holidays along the Norfolk Coast:
among the shallow seas, major
rivers, glaciers, permafrost,
palaeosols, elephants and hippos
of the British Quaternary’
Professor Jim Rose,
Royal Holloway, London and BGS
‘The geology of the coast of north
Cornwall’
Dr Richard Scrivener, Independent
Consultant Geologist, Crediton,
Devon
Afternoon break

Dr Chris Young
Canterbury Christchurch University, Kent
Sheppey is a small island off the north coast of Kent
at the mouth of the river Medway formed primarily of
a ridge of London Clay overlain to the south by
alluvium of the Medway Estuary and the Swale
marshes. The recent geological development of
Sheppey appears to have been largely a product of
sea level change, altering the course of the local
rivers (the Proto-Thames and the Proto-Medway),
eroding the coastline and infilling the drowned valley
between Sheppey and mainland Kent with sediment.
The session will review the geology and Pleistocene
history of the island and investigate landscape
change caused by coastal instability and the possible
consequences of future climate change.
Over time these processes have created a landscape
with two contrasting environments that will need
very different management strategies in the future.
Along the north Sheppey coast sea level rise has, and
will continue to, undercut the London Clay cliffs,
particularly at Warden Point where rates of retreat
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average between 3-4 metres per year. While this has
the benefit (for geologists) of releasing a diverse range
of quality fossils to the beach (for which Sheppey is
apparently internationally renowned) the downside is
a rapidly changing coastal landscape, loss of land
(both agricultural and historic) and a hazard to
society.
While the north coast has suffered thousands of years
of coastal erosion, as sea level has risen deposition of
sediment to the sheltered south of the island has led
to the development of salt marshes and tidal mudflats
(part of the North Kent Marshes). These sediments are
up to 30 metres thick through which localised
outcrops of London Clay protrude to produce lowlying landform features such as the Isle of Harty.
The question is how these processes will change the
landscape in the future. Global sea levels are
predicted to rise by up to 0.5 metres over the next
hundred years due to climate change. Will this
increase coastal erosion along the north Sheppey
coast and help to support marsh accretion, or will the
rate of sea level rise increase to outstrip the ability of
marsh sedimentation to keep up? The consequences
for Sheppey could be serious.

Morning Break
Pembrokeshire tuffs, trilobites and tuning
forks
Dr Cindy Howells
National Museum of Wales, Cardiff

The Jurassic Coast: 185 million years in
95 miles of coastline
Dr Richard Edmonds
Earth Science Manager, Jurassic Coast Team, c/o Dorset
County Council, County Hall, Dorchester DT1 1XJ

Jurassic Coast logo

The Dorset and East Devon Coast World Heritage
Site, popularly known as ‘the Jurassic Coast’ was
added to the World Heritage List in 2001 following a
long held local ambition to achieve that status. The
coast has qualified because the cliffs and foreshore
between Exmouth in East Devon and Studland Bay in
Dorset contain the most complete record through the
Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods anywhere in
the World. In addition, the rocks are a source for
fossils that record virtually one third of the evolution
of life including the reign of the reptiles. The
geological and palaeontological interests are
maintained by spectacular erosional features that
form the third part of the designation as extemporary
features of phenomena such as landslides, Chesil
Beach and, in Purbeck, erosion on a concordant and
discordant coastline. The history of the sciences is a
further important aspect of this coast, from Mary
Anning to William Buckland, the coast reads like a
‘Who’s who’ in the development of the Earth
sciences.

Pembrokeshire is possibly the most beautiful part of
southern Wales and it is certainly the most diverse
geologically. With a scenic coastline of almost 200
miles, a generally mild climate and some of the most
beautiful beaches in the UK, it is surely one of the
best destinations for a geologist’s holiday. All
divisions of the Palaeozoic (except the Permian) are
well represented, along with many stunning
structural and geomorphological features. This talk
will aim to illustrate some of the classic
Pembrokeshire ‘must-visit’ sites and will hopefully
inspire many to venture to the extremities of southwest Wales.
Richard Edmonds (centre) with a crocodile
skull found at Swanage
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The site is conserved by erosion and when we talk
about ‘protecting the Site’ we are talking about
protection from coast protection schemes. When
engineers talk about ‘protection’ they are talking
about protecting people, property and infrastructure
from erosion. There is a fundamental conflict
between the conservation of the beautiful, interesting
and international coast and the protection of the
towns and villages that enable people to live on and
access the coast. However, we have successfully
avoided a polarisation of views by working together
in order to try and find a balance between the two.
Far more fundamental is the public’s perception of
erosion which is almost always that ‘it is a bad thing’,
yet erosion is why this is such a special place, and
that forms our primary conservation message.

is well known for holidays, it is not an area of
outstanding natural beauty, or a region with
picturesque villages, but its geology is outstanding
and without parallel! Tectonically it has been very
stable (something that is very rare over the last c. 1
million years), geographically it has been at the
boundary of the land and the adjacent North Sea, and
climatologically, it is an area that has experienced
extreme climate change and is ‘fortuitously’ located
near the limit of glaciers that have expanded out of
the mountains of Scotland, western Britain and
possibly even Scandinavia. There is probably
nowhere in the world that has better evidence of our
geological and human heritage over the period 1.5 to
0.3 million years ago. And what is more, the
evidence is usually clearly visible, accessible and
safely investigated!

Fossils and fossil collecting is the other major area of
conservation work. On an open and eroding coast in
which the very process of erosion is unpredictable,
we require collecting effort if the fossils for which this
coast is so recognised are to be rescued by the very
process that uncovers them, erosion. There is
considerable collecting effort, yet despite that, fossils
of great scientific importance are rescued just in the
nick of time. Our priorities are that the fossils are
rescued, that we know what is being found and that
UK accredited museums have the first opportunity to
acquire scientifically important specimens should
they be sold or donated. The issues are funding and
capacity to store and even display new finds locally.
The glacial deposits at Happisburgh – also a site of early
humans

Lunch
Holidays along the Norfolk coast: among
the shallow seas, major rivers, glaciers,
permafrost, palaeosols, elephants and
hippos of the British Quaternary!
Professor Jim Rose
Department of Geography,
University of London
and British Geological Survey

Royal

Holloway,

This geological holiday is concerned with the area
from around Sheringham to around Lowestoft (yes, I
know it is in Suffolk, but I will take a little holiday
licence) in northeast East Anglia. Although this area
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In the context of the tectonics, geography and
climate, the region has seen shallow coastal activity
(like offshore Norfolk at the present day), major
channels and floodplains of the Ancaster and Bytham
rivers, that were larger than any rivers in England
today, and glaciation as ice-sheets have moved across
the area from the west, north and northeast. The
reason the evidence of these conditions survived is
that there was no potential energy put into the
geological systems because there was no uplift, and
although rivers, waves and tidal currents reworked
some earlier deposits, the reworking was ‘bitty’ and
much survived. Finally when the glaciers reached the
region, they did not erode, they preserved the
landscape beneath them (something that is due to the
temperature profiles of the glacier margins – this is
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unusual, but not rare), and this landscape remained
to be excavated by coastal erosion at the present
time.

A reconstruction of the habitat of the earliest humans in the
north Norfolk area

The Cromer Forest-bed at West Runton

The evidence that we will see on our holiday area is
as follows:
• For the shallow seas, it takes the form of the
Norwich and Wroxham Crag sediments.
• For the major rivers, it takes the form of the
Cromer Forest-bed.
• For the glaciers, it takes the form of the
Happisburgh / Corton Tills, the Lowestoft /
Walcott Tills and the Cromer Moraine complex.
• For the permafrost, it takes the form of ice-wedge
casts in the shallow marine and outwash
sediments.
• For the palaeosols, it takes the form of
mediterranean-climate soils on floodplain
sediments.
• For the elephants and hippos, it takes the form of
fossil remains from the Crag and Cromer Forestbed sediments (and this is just a tiny part of the
abundant fossil evidence held in these deposits).
And in addition to all the above the area provides
some of the most critical evidence for the timing and
habitat of the earliest humans to live in northern
Europe.
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The geology of the coast of north
Cornwall
Dr Richard Scrivener
Consultant Geologist, Demmitts Farm, Posbury.
Crediton. Devon EX17 3QE
Visitors to south-west England cannot fail to be
impressed by the scenery along the coast of north
Cornwall with its fine sandy beaches interspersed
with towering cliffs. The coastline is a favourite with
holidaymakers, walkers, surfers and fishermen, and
includes many unrivalled examples of geology and
geomorphology. This presentation will deal with the
area from St. Agnes eastwards and northwards to
Morwenstow, north of Bude. The bedrock geology of
the area includes strata of Devonian and
Carboniferous age, which are included in the
Rhenohercynian Zone of the Variscan orogenic fold
belt. Essentially, these strata demonstrate the tectonic
structures – folding and faulting – which resulted
from the collision of the Laurussian and Gondwana
continental plates at the end of the Carboniferous
period, to form the supercontinent Pangaea. The
tectonic structures are most complex in the southern
and western part of the coastline and become simpler
towards the north and east. Post-orogenic features
include the granite intrusions at St. Agnes and Cligga
Head, with their associated metal deposits. A number
of sites along the coast will be reviewed, to provide
an overall picture of this geologically important
district.
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Folded Carboniferous strata at Millook Haven, north
Cornwall © Richard Scrivener

Flamborough Head

Scarborough

Cligga Head, near Perranporth, from the south west ©
Andrew Nadolski

Afternoon break
Two facts about Scarborough’s coastline ‘The UK’s first seaside resort’ & ‘the finest
spot in the world for a geologist to visit’
Dr Will Watts
Director, Hidden Horizons, Scarborough
The coastline around Scarborough contains some of
the finest Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks in the world,
as recognised by geologists for many years including
John Phillips who is responsible for the second quote
in the title. Scarborough also claims to be the UK’s
first seaside resort. This talk will explore how these
two facts are in fact intrinsically linked and without
the geology there would not have been the tourism
trade that the coastline is famous for.
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Robin Hoods Bay

We will visit many of the famous parts of the
coastline, from Whitby to Flamborough Head and
discover abandoned holiday towns, collapsing
hotels, golden beaches, wild headlands and much
more, including why some people describe this as the
Dinosaur Coast.
Abstract booklet compiled and designed by Andrew Swift
Photos © copyright the authors
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LEICESTER LITERARY & PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
Natural History Section
ANNUAL REPORT 2013
OFFICERS
President: Miss. J.E. Dawson, MA, AMA
Chairmen: Mr. I. Pedley and Mr. J.T. Tinning
Treasurer: Mr. P. Thompson
Secretary: Mrs. R. Hayes
Minutes Secretary:
Mrs. H. Graves
Newsletter Editor:
Mrs. M. Frankum
Winter Programme Sec.: Miss. J. E. Dawson
Librarian:
Miss. A. Pinnock
Committee:
Mrs. J. Harris
Mr. P. Wilkinson
Mrs. D. Thompson
Mr. R. Parry
The AGM was held at New Walk Museum on March
20th. It was noted that the Constitution was to be
revised in the following year.
Jan Dawson agreed to continue as President of the
Section and was thanked by Ivan for her sterling work
in continuing to produce such wonderful summer
and winter programmes that have delighted our
members. Ivan Pedley and John Tinning agreed to
continue with sharing the Chairman’s duties, and all
other officers agreed to remain in post. However the
Newsletter Editor, Maggie Frankum, was reluctant to
continue in post as it was becoming increasingly
difficult to compile the newsletter due to the difficulty
in getting members to submit articles. She agreed to
remain in post for the short term and members were
urged to support her in ensuring a Newsletter could
be created. It was agreed that regular reports of talks
from the Winter Season would be submitted for the
Newsletter. Russell Parry was elected to the
Committee. Peter Thompson remains as our
representative on the Parent Body Council. The
officers and committee were thanked for their hard
work over the year. Ann Pinnock was also thanked for
continuing to provide refreshments at Winter
meetings.
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The Spring Committee meeting was held on 17th
April. The main item for discussion was the Winter
programme. A wide range of speakers and topics was
discussed.
The Autumn Committee meeting was held on 28th
November. Russell Parry has agreed to work on the
development of an independent website for the
Section.
The main Item for discussion was the Summer
programme. A variety of venues and leaders was
suggested.
Winter meetings were held at fortnightly intervals to
hear the following speakers. The average attendance
was 26 members and 3 guests, with a number of new
members joining the section.
January 9th
“Wildlife Images from Home and Abroad”
Martin Withers F.R.P.S
January 23rd
“The Grace Dieu Survey”
Steve Woodward
February 6th
“The Rhythms of Life”
Dr. Rob Mason
February 20th
“Symbiosis: the glue that hold Nature together”
Ivan Pedley
March 4th
“Exploring and Explaining the World of Plants: a
history of botanical discovery”
Joint Meeting with the Parent Body
Dr. Richard Gornall
March 20th
A.G.M. Quiz and Social Evening
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The Summer Programme of field meetings was as
follows. All the meetings were reasonably well
attended.

Winter meetings began on October 9th with a
Members’ Exhibition & Photography Evening
followed by:-

April 27th
Barnack Hills and Holes, Cambs.
Chris Gardiner

October 23rd
“Bird Song”
Nigel Slater

May 12th
Burleigh and Holywell Woods, Loughborough
Peter Gamble

November 6th
“Hedgehogs”
Dr. Pat Morris

June 1st
Launde Park Wood
Hazel and Richard Graves

November 20th
“Friends and Neighbours – a mycological soap
opera”
41st Sowter Memorial Lecture
Dr. Geoffrey Hall

June 16th
Clipsham Quarry, Rutland
Barbara Parker
June 29th
Merry’s Meadows, Rutland
Jenny Harris
July 7th
Sence Valley Forest Park
Bas Forgham

December 4th
“Weeds and Aliens”
Eric Webster
December 18th
“Recent Ramblings”

July 20th
Poultney Farm and Ulverscroft Pond
Steve Woodward
August 3rd
Aylestone Meadows
Neill Talbot
August 18th
Albert Lake
Peter Wilkinson
August 31st
Warren Hills
Ivan Pedley
September 14th
University Botanic Gardens- conifer identification
Dr Geoffrey Hall
October 5th
Grace Dieu Wood – fungus foray
Richard Iliffe
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